
Issue Program

Ameer Baraka Think Tank

JCC Tommy Tucker

Volunteerism Community Matters

Entertainment Community Matters

Kingsley House Tommy Tucker

Cuba Community Matters

Catholic Charities Tommy Tucker

Health Community Matters



NO/AIDS Task Force Tommy Tucker

Goodwill Community Matters

Family Services of Greater New 

Orleans Tommy Tucker

Education Community Matters

United Way Tommy Tucker

Ladies in Red Community Matters

New Orleans Women's Shelter Community Matters

Family Services of Greater New 

Orleans Tommy Tucker



Smoling Cessation Community Matters

ABC-SELA Tommy Tucker

Parade of Homes Community Matters

Cancer Association of GNO Tommy Tucker

Lawyers and Libraries Community Matters

Red Cross Community Matters

YMCA Tommy Tucker

Economics Community Matters

Red Cross Tommy Tucker



Xavier University Community Matters

Rescue on the Runway Community Matters

United Way Tommy Tucker

Disposable Heroes Project Community Matters

Mission Ignition Tommy Tucker

Climate Change Tommy Tucker

Climate Change Tommy Tucker

Climate Change Tommy Tucker

Climate Change Tommy Tucker

Community Tommy Tucker



Community Tommy Tucker

Confederate Flag Tommy Tucker

Confederate Flag Think Tank

Confederate Flag Think Tank

Confederate Flag Tommy Tucker

Confederate Flag Tommy Tucker

Confederate Flag Tommy Tucker

Costa Concordia Tommy Tucker

Coyotes Tommy Tucker

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker



Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind



Crime Open Mind

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker

Crime Tommy Tucker



Crime Think Tank

Crime Open Mind

Crime Open Mind

Currency Tommy Tucker

Cyclists Open Mind



Cyclists Open Mind

Cyclists Open Mind

Discrimination Tommy Tucker

Discrimination Tommy Tucker

Discrimination Tommy Tucker

Domestic Abuse Open Mind



Domestic Abuse Open Mind

Domestic Violence Open Mind

Domestic Violence Open Mind

Drones Think Tank

Drugs Think Tank

Drugs Think Tank

Drugs Think Tank



East Jefferson Hospital Open Mind

Easter Tommy Tucker

E-Cigarettes Tommy Tucker

E-Cigarettes Tommy Tucker

Economics Think Tank

Economics Think Tank

Economy Think Tank

Economy Think Tank



Education Night Shift

Education Open Mind

Education Tommy Tucker

Employment Tommy Tucker

Employment Tommy Tucker

Energy Think Tank



Entertainment Open Mind

Entertainment Tommy Tucker

Entertainment Tommy Tucker

Entertainment Tommy Tucker

Entitlement Programs Think Tank

Film Industry Open Mind

Film Tax Credits Tommy Tucker

Film Tax Credits Tommy Tucker

Film Tax Credits Tommy Tucker

Film Tax Credits Tommy Tucker



Film Tax Credits Open Mind

Film Tax Credits Open Mind

Film Tax Credits Open Mind

Film Tax Credits Tommy Tucker

Film Tax Credits Night Shift

Film Tax Credits Open Mind

Film Tax Credits Think Tank

Film Tax Credits Think Tank

Finances Tommy Tucker

Finances Tommy Tucker



Finances Tommy Tucker

Finances Tommy Tucker

Firefighters Pension Think Tank

Firefighters Pension Think Tank

Food Tommy Tucker

Food Tommy Tucker

Fracking Think Tank



Fracking Think Tank

Fracking Think Tank

Fracking Think Tank

Free Speech Tommy Tucker

Free Speech Tommy Tucker

French Quarter Fest Open Mind

French Quarter Fest Open Mind

French Quarter Fest Open Mind

Future Think Tank

Gay Marriage Tommy Tucker

Gay Marriage Tommy Tucker

Gay Marriage Tommy Tucker

Gay Marriage Tommy Tucker

Gay Marriage Think Tank

Gay Marriage Think Tank



Gentrification Open Mind

Gentrification Open Mind

Give NOLA Day Open Mind

Give NOLA Day Open Mind

Give NOLA Day Open Mind

Give NOLA Day Open Mind

Give NOLA Day Tommy Tucker



Grand Prix of Louisiana Tommy Tucker

Grand Prix of Louisiana Think Tank

Grand Prix of Louisiana Think Tank

Grand Prix of Louisiana Think Tank

Grand Prix of Louisiana Think Tank

Guns Tommy Tucker

Guns Think Tank

Guns Think Tank

Guns Tommy Tucker

Guns Think Tank

Guns Think Tank

Health Tommy Tucker

Health Tommy Tucker

Health Think Tank

Health Tommy Tucker



Health Tommy Tucker

Health Tommy Tucker

Health Open Mind

Health Tommy Tucker

Health Tommy Tucker

Health Tommy Tucker

Health Tommy Tucker

Health Tommy Tucker

Health Think Tank

Healthcare Think Tank

Healthcare Think Tank

Healthcare Tommy Tucker

Healthcare Tommy Tucker



Healthcare Tommy Tucker

Healthcare Think Tank

Healthcare Think Tank

Healthcare Think Tank

Healthcare Tommy Tucker

Healthcare Tommy Tucker

Healthcare Tommy Tucker

Henry Glover Tommy Tucker



Homeless Tommy Tucker

Homeless Tommy Tucker

Homeless Tommy Tucker

Homeless Tommy Tucker

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind



Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Hot Topics Open Mind

Housing Open Mind

Housing Open Mind



Human Trafficking Open Mind

Human Trafficking Open Mind

Human Trafficking Open Mind

Human Trafficking Open Mind

Hurricane Preparedness Tommy Tucker

Hurricane Preparedness Open Mind

Hurricane Preparedness Open Mind



Hurricane Preparedness Open Mind

Hurricane Preparedness Open Mind

Hurricane Preparedness Think Tank

Indy Grand Prix of LA Open Mind

Indy Grand Prix of LA Open Mind

Infrastructure Think Tank

Infrastructure Think Tank

Infrastructure Tommy Tucker

Infrastructure Tommy Tucker

Infrastructure Tommy Tucker

Infrastructure Tommy Tucker

Infrastructure Tommy Tucker



Insurance Open Mind

Insurance Open Mind

Iran Tommy Tucker

Iran Think Tank

Iran Think Tank

Iran Tommy Tucker

ISIS Tommy Tucker

ISIS Tommy Tucker

ISIS Tommy Tucker

ISIS Tommy Tucker



ISIS Tommy Tucker

ISIS Tommy Tucker

ISIS Tommy Tucker

ISIS Tommy Tucker

ISIS Think Tank

ISIS Think Tank

ISIS Tommy Tucker

Jazz Fest Think Tank

Jefferson Parish Open Mind

Jobs Tommy Tucker

Jokes Tommy Tucker

Jury Duty Tommy Tucker

Lethal Injection Tommy Tucker

Louisiana Budget Open Mind

Louisiana Budget Think Tank



Louisiana Budget Think Tank

Louisiana Budget Think Tank

Louisiana Budget Think Tank

Louisiana Budget Open Mind

Louisiana Coastline Think Tank

Louisiana State Budget Think Tank

Louisiana State Budget Think Tank

Marriage Tommy Tucker



Marriage Think Tank

Marriage Think Tank

Marriage Tommy Tucker

Mass Shootings Think Tank

Mass Shootings Think Tank

Mass Shootings Think Tank

Maternity Leave Tommy Tucker

Memorial Day Tommy Tucker

Memorial Day Tommy Tucker

Memorial Day Tommy Tucker

Memorial Day Tommy Tucker

Memorial Day Tommy Tucker

Mental Illness Think Tank

Middle East Think Tank

Military Tommy Tucker

Military Tommy Tucker



Minimum Wage Tommy Tucker

Minimum Wage Tommy Tucker

Minimum Wage Tommy Tucker

Minimum Wage Open Mind

Mother's Day Tommy Tucker

Mother's Day Tommy Tucker

Mother's Day Think Tank

Movie Tax Credits Tommy Tucker

Movie Tax Credits Tommy Tucker



MRGO Think Tank

MRGO Think Tank

Music Think Tank

New Orleans Budget Tommy Tucker

New Orleans Budget Tommy Tucker

New Orleans Firefighters Union Think Tank

New Orleans Firefighters Union Think Tank

New Orleans Firefighters Union Open Mind



New Orleans Prison Think Tank

New Orleans Prison Think Tank

Non profits Think Tank

Non profits Think Tank

NOPD Open Mind



NOPD Open Mind

NOPD Open Mind

NOPD Open Mind

NOPD Open Mind

NOPD Open Mind



NOPD Tommy Tucker

NOPD Think Tank

Panhandlers Tommy Tucker

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Think Tank

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Tommy Tucker



Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Open Mind

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Parenting Tommy Tucker

Pets Night Shift

Pets Tommy Tucker



Police Open Mind

Police Think Tank

Police Think Tank

Police Think Tank

Police Tommy Tucker

Police Tommy Tucker

Police Tommy Tucker



Police Think Tank

Police Tommy Tucker

Politics Think Tank

Politics Think Tank

Politics Open Mind

Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Think Tank

Politics Think Tank

Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Think Tank



Politics Think Tank

Politics Think Tank

Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Open Mind

Politics Think Tank

Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Tommy Tucker



Politics Tommy Tucker

Politics Open Mind

Politics Think Tank

Politics Think Tank

Pontchartrain Beach Tommy Tucker

Presidential Candidates Tommy Tucker

Presidential Candidates Tommy Tucker

Privacy Tommy Tucker

Privacy Think Tank

PSA Open Mind

PSA Think Tank

PSA Open Mind



Public Housing Open Mind

Public Housing Open Mind

Public Safety Tommy Tucker

Public Safety Tommy Tucker

Public Safety Tommy Tucker

Public Safety Tommy Tucker



Public Safety Open Mind

Public Safety Tommy Tucker

Public Shaming Think Tank

Public Shaming Think Tank

Race Tommy Tucker

Rachel Dorezal Tommy Tucker

Rachel Dorezal Tommy Tucker

Racism Tommy Tucker

Relationships Tommy Tucker

Religion Tommy Tucker

Religion Tommy Tucker

Religion Tommy Tucker

Religion Tommy Tucker



Religion Tommy Tucker

Religion Tommy Tucker

Religion Tommy Tucker

Religion Think Tank

Religion Tommy Tucker

Religion Think Tank

Restaurants Open Mind



Restaurants Open Mind

Restaurants Open Mind

Restaurants Open Mind

Retirement Tommy Tucker

Ride Sharing Open Mind

Ride Sharing Open Mind

Safety Think Tank



Safety Think Tank

Sand Shortage Think Tank

Sand Shortage Think Tank

Sexual Abuse Tommy Tucker

Sexual Abuse Open Mind

Sexual Abuse Open Mind

Sexual Abuse Open Mind

Sexual Abuse Open Mind

Smoking Ban Tommy Tucker

Smoking Ban Tommy Tucker

Smoking Ban Tommy Tucker

Smoking Ban Tommy Tucker



Social Media Think Tank

Social Media Tommy Tucker

Social Security Tommy Tucker

Social Security Think Tank

Social Security Think Tank

South Carolina Mass Shooting Tommy Tucker

South Carolina Mass Shooting Tommy Tucker

South Carolina Police Shooting Tommy Tucker

South Carolina Police Shooting Tommy Tucker

South Carolina Police Shooting Think Tank

South Carolina Police Shooting Think Tank

Sports Tommy Tucker



Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Think Tank

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Press Conference

Sports Scoot Show

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker



Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Think Tank

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Think Tank

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Press Conference

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker



Sports Think Tank

Sports Think Tank

Sports Think Tank

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Think Tank

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker



Sports Night Shift

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Open Mind

Sports Tommy Tucker

Sports Night Shift

Sports Tommy Tucker

St. Tammany Parish Think Tank

St. Tammany Parish Think Tank

St. Tammany Parish Think Tank

St. Tammany Parish Think Tank

State Budget Think Tank



State Budget Think Tank

State Budget Think Tank

State Budget Open Mind

State Budget Open Mind

State Budget Tommy Tucker

State of the City Tommy Tucker

State of the City Tommy Tucker

State of the City Tommy Tucker

Taxes Tommy Tucker

Taxes Tommy Tucker

Taxes Tommy Tucker

Taxes Open Mind

Taxes Tommy Tucker



Taxes Think Tank

Taxes Open Mind

Taxes Open Mind

Technology Think Tank

Technology Think Tank

Technology Think Tank

Technology Open Mind

Technology Think Tank

Technology Think Tank

Termites Tommy Tucker



Terrorism Tommy Tucker

Terrorism Tommy Tucker

Terrorism Tommy Tucker

Terrorism Tommy Tucker

Tipping Think Tank

TOPS Tommy Tucker

TOPS Tommy Tucker

TOPS Tommy Tucker

Traffic Tickets Tommy Tucker

Transgender Issues Tommy Tucker

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind



Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind



Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind



Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind



Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

Trending Open Mind

TSA Tommy Tucker

University Medical Center Open Mind



University Medical Center Open Mind

US Border Think Tank

US Border Think Tank

US Recall Think Tank

Vehicles Tommy Tucker

Veterans Tommy Tucker

Veterans Tommy Tucker

Violence Think Tank

Violence Think Tank

Voting Open Mind

Voting Open Mind



Voting Tommy Tucker

War Think Tank

War Think Tank

Weather Tommy Tucker

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Think Tank

Weather Tommy Tucker

Weather Tommy Tucker



Wetlands Think Tank

Wetlands Think Tank

Workplace Tommy Tucker

World Trade Center Open Mind

Zoning Open Mind

Zoning Open Mind



Zoning Open Mind

Zoning Open Mind

Zoning Open Mind

Zoning Open Mind

Zoning Open Mind



Zoning Open Mind

Zoning Open Mind

Zoning Open Mind



Zoning Open Mind



Guest (including title)

Ameer Baraka, Author of ―The Life I Chose: The Streets Lied to Me; Former 

murder prison inmate and actor

Wendy Goldberg, MSW – Associate Director JCC, Rachel Ruth, MSW – Adult 

Program Director, JCC; Ashley Kirschman – Development Director, JCC;  JJ 

Jensen Kornman – director of Marketing and Communications

Junior League of New Orleans (JLNO) 10
th

 annual Kitchen Tour; features 12 

Uptown kitchens open for tour-goers to enjoy the design, craftsmanship and 

functionality of these one-of-a-kind spaces; proceeds support JLNO‘s mission to 

promote voluntarism, develop the potential of women and improve communities.

Jenny Hamilton, Executive Director of the New Orleans Ballet Association

Dr. Keith Liederman our CEO, Kingsley House;  Karen Chustz, Program Officer 

for Community Services, Kingsley House

Cuba Delegation tour follow-up; 80-person delegation of south Louisiana 

businesses, cultural representatives, education and civic leaders made the trip; the 

delegation trip organized as a result of the Obama Administration loosening 

restrictions to Cuba; economic development possibilities for Louisiana and Cuba; 

how Cubans are reacting to loosening restrictions.

Sr. Marjorie Hebert, President & CEO of Catholic Charities Archdiocese of New 

Orleans; Shari Bernius, Administrator & Interpreter for Catholic Charities‘ Deaf 

Action Center; Elizabeth Bobo, assistant program coordinator for Catholic 

Charities‘ English as a Second Language program; Anna Toujas, Associate Dir, of 

Communications

HeartNHands organization; focuses on educating young girls in about heart 

disease prevention; incorporates physical activity, healthy food options, lifestyles; 

empowers young girls and their families to take their heart health in their hands 

by providing heart related information, educational tools and support needed to 

sustain a heart healthy lifestyle; Essence‘s experience with heart disease as a 

woman under 30.



Rodney Thoulion – Director of Development, NO/AIDS Task Force; Jean 

Redmann – Director of Prevention; Michael Weber – Special Events Coordinator; 

Anne Burgess, Testing Coordinator, Orleans Parish Municipal Court (Project 

Impact)

Goodwill Industries; various initiatives as part of Goodwill Week; Goodwill‘s new 

e-waste program for recycling electronics; a new career & technical college 

opening in August; helping the public better understand Goodwill‘s mission; 

upgrading the branding of Goodwill‘s thrift store; helping clients land 

employment.

Dave Haynik, LCSW BACS- Vice President of Programs, FSGNO; Isiah Boyd, 

NOLA Dads Program DirectorCore Element; organization‘s free professional development opportunities for 

science and math teachers provide teachers with the confidence, skills, classroom 

tools and resources that are necessary to effectively encourage, engage and 

prepare students in STEM subjects; professional development opportunities 

available to them this summer.

When you invest in United Way of Southeast Louisiana,  you 

support programs for your children to your grandparents, that  can help make 

Southeast Louisiana a safer, better place to live, work and raise our families. We 

celebrate being part of a team and culture that continues to help change lives and 

shape communities. Living united means being a part of the change.  It takes all of 

us… to Give. Advocate. Volunteer… because change can‘t happen without YOU. 

And, that‘s why UWSELA and HONO are teaming up—we both want a better 

future for our region.

The Preservation Resource Center, PRC is hosting its 15th annual Ladies in 

Red – A Red Hot Jazz Gala  – on Friday, May 15 at the historic Carver 

Theater. Funds raised by Ladies in Red support PRC‘s African American 

Heritage Preservation and Heritage Education programs.

Dawn Fletcher, Executive Director, New Orleans Women‘s Shelter (NOWS)

Dave Haynik, LCSW BACS- Vice President of Programs, FSGNO; Isiah Boyd, 

NOLA Dads Program Director



Smoking Cessation Trust; offers free services to help Louisiana smokers quit for 

good; will benefit more than 200,000 Louisiana smokers in the final judgment of a 

14-year-old class-action lawsuit; the judgment ordered certain tobacco companies 

to fund a 10-year statewide smoking cessation program for all Louisiana residents 

who developed a smoking habit before September 1, 1988; how the trust works; 

contact information.

Odessa Adams Payne, Director, Financial Stability, United Way of Southeast 

Louisiana; Donna Darensbourg, Coordinator of Training & Education 

(Homeownership Center) Neighborhood Housing Services

Homebuilders Association of Greater New Orleans; 2015 Parade of Homes; metro 

New Orleans housing market, impact of an improving economy especially now 

that the economy is improving; construction trends 10 years after Hurricane 

Katrina; aging in place and how a majority of Americans over the age of 45 want 

to continue living in a familiar environment throughout their maturing years. 

Tammy Swindel, Exec. Dir. Cancer Assn. of GNO; Diane Lyons, President 

ACCENT on Arrangements, Inc., A DMC Network Company, Founder of 

FestiGals

Mark Cunningham, Incoming president of Louisiana State Bar Association and 

Michael Schachtman, Member of Louisiana State Bar Association

Red Cross South Louisiana Region; Red Cross‘ efforts to assist those impacted by 

the flooding and severe weather in Texas and Arkansas; what should businesses 

do to be prepared (Ready 365 Program); building a disaster kit; re-entry plans; 

how to volunteer with the Red Cross. 

Gordon Wadge, President & CEO, YMCA of Greater New Orleans; Rachel Jonas, 

Association Aquatics Director, YMCA GNO

Carmen James, Program Director with the Greater New Orleans Foundation and 

Gary Rivlin, Author of Broke USA

Kay Wilkins, chief executive officer of the American Red Cross South Louisiana 

Region.

http://www.cripplecreekplayers.org/
http://www.cripplecreekplayers.org/


Dr. Norman C. Francis, Out-going president of Xavier University

Animal fundraiser, Rescue on the Runway; mission to raise money to support a 

number of animal rescue organizations, including Spay Neuter; addressing the 

feral animal population.

Kim Sport, Public Policy Chair, United Way of Southeast LA & volunteer 

extraordinaire; Charmaine Caccioppi, Executive Vice President and Chief 

Operating Officer

Brad McKee, Former Marine Corps sniper and founder of the Disposable Heroes 

Project

Melody Reed, Dir. Resource Development, Student-Community Partnerships, 

United Way of Southeast Louisiana;  Camly Tram,  Ben Franklin High School to 

Tulane, Jenny Ly Thomas, Rising Senior at Thomas Jefferson High School , Mark 

Parfait, Patrick F. Taylor Science Technology Academy 

Bob Henson, Climatologist & metereologist at Weather Underground, author of 

"The Thinking Person's Guide to Climate Change"

Dr. Roy Spencer, Climatologist at the University of Alabama-Huntsville, author, 

former NASA scientist

James Elsner, Professor of Geography at Florida State University

Francesco Frank Femia, Co-director of the Center for Climate and Security, a 

think tank with an advisory board of senior retired military officers & national 

security experts

Steve Dorsey, CBS Correspondent



Michael Cowan, President of the Crime Coalition & Professor at Loyola

David Goldfield, Robert Lee Bailey Professor of History at UNC-Charlotte

Marjorie Esman, Executive Director of ACLU Louisiana

Captain Black, Anti-crime activist

Jarvis DeBerry, Columnist for the Times Picayune & Nola.com

Dr. Mary Mitchell, Professor of History and the Midlo Chair in New Orleans 

Studies at UNO

Dr. Mary Mitchell, Professor of History and the Midlo Chair in New Orleans 

Studies at UNO

Cpt. Nick Sloane, SLOANE Marine Ltd, salvage master of the Costa Concordia

Robin Beaulieu, Jefferson Parish Animal Shelter Director

Sidney Torres, Business owner & French Quarter resident

Bob Simms, French Quarter Management District

Jeff Walls, NOPD Commander 8th District

Ryan Berni, Advisor to Mayor Landrieu

Newell Normand, Sheriff of Jefferson Parish

Captain Black, Anti-crime activist

Chuck Drago, Police Practices expert, former Police Chief, & owner of Drago 

Professional Consultants (he has over 30 years of law enforcement experience)



Darlene Cuzansa, President and CEO of Crimestoppers

Newell Normand, Sheriff of Jefferson Parish

Bob Simms, French Quarter Management District

Sidney Torres, Business owner & French Quarter resident

Daniel Seuzeneau, PIO for the Slidell Police Department

Brad Bushman, Professor of Communication and Psychology at the Ohio State 

University

Kevin Kane, President, Pelican Institute for Public Policy

Marc Levin, Director for Center for Effective Justice



Pres Kabacoff, Developer, vocal supporter of New Orleans Pretrial services also 

part of the coalition called  Smart on Crime 

Darlene Cusanza, Executive Director of Crimestoppers

Tom Patire, Personal safety expert

Susan Guidry, District A Councilmemeber and Chair of Criminal Justice 

Committee

Lucia Ledoux, Baptist Community Ministries

Charles West, Office of Criminal Justice Coordination, City of New Orleans

Flozell Daniels, President, Foundation for Louisiana

Nick Trenticosta, One of the attorneys for Angola 3

Marjorie Esman, Executive Director of the Louisiana ACLU

Donovan Liviccari, Attorney and spokesperson for the Fraternal Order of Police 

(FOP)

Chuck Drago, Police Practices expert, former Police Chief, & owner of Drago 

Professional Consultants (he has over 30 years of law enforcement experience)

Rachel Gassert, Policy Director for the Louisiana Center for Children‘s Rights



Donovan Livaccari, Attorney with the Fraternal Order of Police

Robert Jenkins, Attorney, former State Public Defender/Criminal Defense 

Attorney & Public Defender

Dr. George Capowich, Former cop & Criminologist, Dept of Sociology @ Loyola 

University 

Barbara Howard, Founder of Women on 20s

Charlie Thomas, Bicyclist Accident Attorney



Dan Farve, Executive Director, Bike Easy

Dan Jatres, New Orleans Regional Planning Commission's pedestrian and bicycle 

programs

Austin Badon, Louisiana State Representative

Doug Sunseri, WWL legal analyst and host of All Things Legal

Greg Bourke, Former Assistant Scoutmaster who was removed for being gay

Kim Sport, Public Policy Committee Chair for the United Way of Southeast 

Louisiana



Charmaine Caccioppe, COO of United Way of SE La &VP of  public policy

Helena Moreno, State representative

J. P. Morrell, Louisiana Senator

Julian Sanchez, Cato Research fellow

Dr. Jeffrey Rouse, Orleans Parish Coroner

Dr. John Thompson, Professor & Chair, Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral 

Sciences , Director of the Division of Forensic Neuropsychiatry @ Tulane 

University School of Medicine

Raeford Davis, Former Police Officer



Dr. Mark Peters, President & CEO, East Jefferson Hospital

Tim Acosta, Marketing Director for Rouses

Dr. Edward Trapido, Associate Dean for Research and Professor and Wendell 

Gauthier Chair of Cancer Epidemiology at the LSU Health New Orleans School of 

Public Health

Greg Conley, President of the American Vaping Association, which advocates for 

small- and medium-sized businesses in the e-cigarette and vapor product markets

Michael Hecht, President & CEO, GNO. Inc

Greg Rusovich, Business & Civic Leader

John Tamny, Author, Popular Economics: What the Rolling Stones, Downton 

Abbey & LeBron James Can Teach You About Economics.  He is also the Editor 

& Political Economist for Forges magazine & Editor of RealClearMarkets

Robert Travis Scott, President, PAR (Public Affairs Research Council)



Les Landon, Director of Public Relations, Louisiana Federation of Teachers

Leslie Jacobs, former member of the State Board of Education & founder of 

Educate Now

Joy Weaver, Etiquette expert

Heather Bussings, Employment Attorney and Editorial Advisory Board Editor at 

HR Examiner

Kenneth Polite, U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Louisiana

Dr. Bill Cassidy, U.S. Congressman



Quint Davis, Jazz Fest

Steve Strickland, Commander, Navy Region Southeast Public Affairs and Lead 

Public Affairs for NOLA Navy Week

Steve Mardon, President of the Faubourg St. John Neighborhood Association

Neil Genzlinger, New York Times TV critic

Michael Tanner, Senior Fellow with the Cato Institute- and author of Going for 

Broke.  (heads research into a variety of domestic policies with a particular 

emphasis on health care reform, social welfare policy, and Social Security)

Sherri McConnell, Independent consultant and Principal of McConnell 

Consultants. Formerly Executive Director of Louisiana Economic Development's 

office of Entertainment Industry Development (aka Louisiana Entertainment)

Loren Scott, Professor Emeratas LSU Economics & President of Loren C. Scott 

Associates

J.P. Morrell, State Senator

Will French, President of the Louisiana Film and Entertainment Association

Jan Moller, President of the Louisiana Budget Project



J.P. Morrell, Louisiana Senator

Patrick Mulhearn, Executive Director, Celtic Studios

Sherri McConnell, principal, McConnell & Associates Consulting (film, movies, 

tax credits)

Jay Dardenne, Lieutenant Governor of Louisiana

George Steiner, President of Filmworks New Orleans

Mitch Landrieu, Mayor of New Orleans

Walt Leger, State Rep

Sherri McConnell, principal, McConnell & Associates Consulting (film, movies, 

tax credits)

Rick Williams, CEO Essential FCU

Pete Morici, Economics Professor at the Robert H. Smith School of Business at the 

University of Maryland



Jill Gonzalez, Wallet Hub Expert

Lauren Lyons Cole, Certfied financial planner & financial expert with 

TheStreet.com

Paul Flower, Chairman of th Business Council of New Orleans and Non-voting 

Chairman of the Firefighters Pension Reform Working Group

Vijay Kapoor, The Kapoor Company-Consultants taksed with advising the 

Working Group on the Firefighter's pension Reform Group.

Ian McNulty, Food critic for The Advocate

Jena Roberts, Vice President of Business Development at the National Food Lab 

(NFL)

Rick Franzo, President, Concerned Citizens of St. Tammany



Charlotte Batson,  Contractor to Helis Oil. She is the Owner/Principal of Batson 

& Company

Rick Franzo, President, Concerned Citizens of St. Tammany

Jake Groby, St. Tammany City Council

Tim Dimoff, Security Expert & Founder and President of SACS Consulting & 

Investigative Services, Inc.

Tim Dimoff, Security Expert & Founder and President of SACS Consulting & 

Investigative Services, Inc.

Marci Schramm, Executive Director for the French Quarter Festival

Allen Toussaint, Musician, headliner French Quarter Fest

Frank Quinn, Riverwalk 

Rachel Hatch, Research Director of the Ten-Year Forecast at Institute for the 

Future

Steve Schwinn, Associate Professor of Law at the John Marshall Law School

David Law, Professor of Law and Political Science at Washington University in St. 

Louis, Visiting Professor at Princeton

Matthew Patterson, Research and Policy Coordinator, Equality Louisiana

Brian Brown, President of the National Organization of Marriage

Zack Ford, editor or ThinkProgress LGBT

Ryan Anderson, Heritage Foundation 



LaToya Cantrell, City Council district B

Dr. Renia Ehrenfeucht, associate professor and chair of the Department of 

Planning and Urban Studies at UNO

President & CEO of the Children's Bureau of New Orleans (Youth Development)

Executive Director, Humane Society of Louisiana (Animals)

Development Manager of Daughters of Charity Foundation of New Orleans 

(Health)

President & CEO of the Greater New Orleans Founcation(Give NOLA Day 

overview)

Jay Vice, Communications & Marketing Specialist for Second Harvest Food Bank



Tim Ramsberger, Andretti Sports Marketing

Helio Castroneves, Indycar Driver and 3 Time Indy500 Champion. Dancing with 

the Stars Season 5 Champion.

Simon Pagenaud, French driver-won the Grand Prix of Indianapolis  and Grand 

Prix of Houston

Kristen Engeron, President , NOLA Motorsports Park & the Indy Grand Prix of 

Louisiana

Laney Chouest, Owner, NOLA Motorsports Park & the Indy Grand Prix of 

Louisiana

Dave Newman, Concealed Carry NOLA -NRA certified pistol instructor 

registered with the Louisiana State Police

Terry Holcomb Sr., founder and Executive Director of Texas Carry also known as 

"open carry preacher"

Eric Hessler, Attorney for the Police Association of New Orleans (PANO)

Maj. Doug Cain, Public Information Officer with the Louisiana State Police

Mike Meyer, Owner of Jefferson Gun Outlet in Metairie

Dave Workman, senior editor for The Gun  Mag 

Art Caplan, Director of the Medical Ethics program at the NYU Langone Medical 

Center

Dr. David Katz, Director of the Yale University Prevention Research Center

Dr. Paul Harch, Hyperbaric Medicine Practice & author of The Oxygen 

Revolution

Dr. Chris Winter, Medical Director of the Sleep Medicine Center at the Martha 

Jefferson Hospital in Charlottesville, Virginia



Lisa D. Settles,  Clinical Director of Tulane Center for Autism and Related 

Disorders Tulane University School of Medicine

Lisa D. Settles,  Clinical Director of Tulane Center for Autism and Related 

Disorders Tulane University School of Medicine

Dr. Neal Baum, Urologist and co-author of , What's Going on Down There?

Dr. Darryl Leong, Assistant Professor of Medicine at McMaster University

Dr. Bill Chaplin, Professor and Chair of Psychology at St. John's University

Sean Wheeler, Atlanta's most well-known hypnotherapist, has appeared on CNN, 

ABC, NBC, and CBS

Dr. Amanda Staiano, Developmental Psychologist in Pediatric Obesity at LSU‘s 

Pennington Biomedical Research Center

Jeanette Gustat, Associate Professor of Clinical Epidemiology at Tulane 

University School of Public Health & Tropical Medicine

Dr. Albert Pang, Optometrist, Trinity Eye Care

Michael Cannon, Director of Health Policy  @ Cato Insttitute

Alan Cole, Economist with the Tax Foundation

Dr. Rebecca Parker, Emergency Physician with American College of Emergency 

Physicians

Dr. Catherine Palmier, Chief Medical Officer East Region of United Health Care



Troy Duhon, Ambassador for Giving Hope Nola.org and Owner of Premier 

Automotive

Ian Millhiser, Senior Fellow @ Center for American Progress

Thomas Miller, Resident Fellow @ American Enterprise Institute. He's a former 

senior health economist for the Joint Economic Committee (JEC). He studies 

health care policy and regulation. A former trial attorney, journalist, and sports 

broadcaster, Mr. Miller is the co-author of Why ObamaCare Is Wrong For 

America (HarperCollins 2011) and heads AEI's "Beyond Repeal & Replace" 

health reform project. He has testified before Congress on issues including the 

uninsured, health care costs, Medicare prescription drug benefits, health 

insurance tax credits, genetic information, Social Security, and federal 

reinsurance of catastrophic events. While at the JEC, he organized a number of 

hearings that focused on reforms in private health care markets, such as 

information transparency and consumer-driven health care. 

Steve Scalise, Congressman, Marjority Whip

Michael Tanner, Senior Fellow with the Cato Institute

Timothy Jost, Professor at the Washington and Lee University School of Law

Timothy McBride, Professor (and Health Economist) in the Brown School at 

Washington University in St. Louis

Dwayne Scheurmann, Former NOPD cop



David Bottner, Executive Director of the New Orleans Mission

Troy Duhon, Food Bank of New Orleans

Sidney Tores, French Quarter businessman and resident

Jeffrey Walls, 8th District Commander for NOPD

Zach Strief, New Orleans Saints Offensive Tackle

Kristian Garic, WWL's Saints Sideline reporter

Chris Miller, WWL's news reporter/anchor

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Deke Bellavia, host of SportsTalk with Bobby Hebert

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Scoot, WWL's Digital Media & Creative Strategy

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Deke Bellavia, host of SportsTalk with Bobby Hebert

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Deke Bellavia, host of SportsTalk with Bobby Hebert

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL



Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte 

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte 

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Deke Bellavia, host of SportsTalk with Bobby Hebert

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Deke Bellavia, host of SportsTalk with Bobby Hebert

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Deke Bellavia, Big Chief, Co-host, SportsTalk with Bobby Hebert

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Scoot, host of the SCOOT Show weeknights 8 to midnight on WWL

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Deke Bellavia, Big Chief & co-host of SportsTalk with Bobby Hebert

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Todd Menesses, Co-host of First Take with Steve Korte

Wade Ragas, Real Estate Consultant and Economist

Arthur Sterbcow, Local Real Estate Analyst



Jim Kelly, Executive Director, Covenant House New Orleans

Mike Anderson, Special Agent in Charge of the FBI's New Orleans Division

Col. Mike Edmondson, Louisiana State Troopers

Dr. Rae Taylor, Assistant Professor, Criminal Justice @ Loyola University, 

researcher for the study on trafficking

Paul Lagrange, Co-host of The Home Improvement show & owner of Lagrange 

Consulting

Melonie Stewart, Director of Customer Service, Entergy 

Mike Stafford, Operations Manager,  Washington-St. Tammany Electric 

Cooperative 



Scott Biggers, Manager of Commuity Service & Business Development at Cleco

Jim Donelon, Insurance Commissioner

Pat Brister, St. Tammany Parish President

Laney Chouest, Owner, NOLA Motorsports Park & the Indy Grand Prix of 

Louisiana

Kristen Engeron, President , NOLA Motorsports Park & the Indy Grand Prix of 

Louisiana

Terry Landry, State Representative-Iberia, St. Martin and Lafayette (He has a bill 

about this)

Karen St. Germaine, State Representative 

Lt. Col. Mark Jernigan, Director of the Department of Public Works.

Ross Reilly, Uptown Resident

Jerry Friedler, Uptown Resident

Bambi Hall,  Public Information Officer for DOTD

Jeff Januszek, Communications Director for Fix My Streets



Jim Donelon, Louisiana Insurance Commissioner

Jeanne Salvatore, Senior Vice President , Chief Communications Officer, 

Insurance Information Insitute

Jim Phillips, Senior Research Fellow for Middle Eastern Affairs at the Heritage 

Foundation

Paul Kawika Martin, Policy & Political Director, Peace Action

Michael Rubin, Former Pentagon Official & Iran expert from  American 

Enterprise Institute (AEI)

Matt McInnis, Resident Fellow at the American Enterprise Institute (AEI), where 

he focuses on Iran

Jim Carafano, Vice President for the Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute 

for National Security and Foreign Policy at the Heritage Foundation

Arie Kruglanski, Distinguished University of Maryland Professor in Psychology 

and expert on the Psychological Aspects of Terrorism

Michael Rubin, Resident Scholar at the American Enterprise Institute

Justin Logan, Director of Foreign Policy Studies at the Cato Institute



Tzvi Kahn, Senior Policy Analyst at the Foreign Policy Initiative

Michael Rubin, Resident Scholar at the American Enterprise Institute

Jeff McCauseland, CBS military analyst

Michael Rubin, Resident Scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, former 

Pentagon official

Jim Phillips, Senior Research Fellow for Middle Eastern Affairs @ Heritage 

Foundation

Christopher Fettweis, Associate professor of political science @ Tulane University.  

Expert in Middle East

Michael Rubin, Resident Scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, author of 

"Dancing with the Devil: The Perils of Engagement"

Quint Davis, Jazz Fest

John Young, Jefferson Parish President

Greg Rigamer, New Orleans demographer and CEO of GCR & Associates, Inc

Thomas Ford, Social Psychologist from Western Carolina University

John Gastil, Professor of Communication & Political Science at Penn State 

University. He's headed up the Jury and Democracy project for more than 15 

years

John McAdams, Associate Professor of Political Science at Marquette University 

(pro-death penalty)

John Kennedy, State Treasurer

Walt Leger, State Representative



JP Morrell, State Senator

Russel Honore, Lt. General, US (ret)., author of "Leadership In The New 

Normal" & founder of the Green Army 

Terry Jarrett, served as a Missouri Public Service commissioner and chairman of 

the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners' Committee on 

Critical Infrastructure.

John Kennedy, State Treasurer

Chip Kline, CPRA Board Chairman, and is Executive Assistant to the Governor 

for Coastal Activities

John Kennedy, State Treasurer

Harold Ritchie, State Representative

Stephen Rue, New Orleans attorney



Beatty Cohan, Psychotherapist, marriage and family therapist

Pamela Gibbs, Attorney-Law offices of Pamela Gibbs

Dr. Karen Ruskin, Relationship and family therapist, author of ―Dr. Karen's 

Marriage Manual‖ & ―10 Seconds to Mental Health‖

Steve Singular, co-author of The Spiral Notebook

Joyce Singular, co-author of The Spiral Notebook

Pete Simi, Associate Professor, School of Criminology & Criminal Justice, 

University of Nebraska

Tom Vartanian, Professor Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research at 

Bryn Mawr College

Michelle Moore, Public Relations Manager with the WWII Museum

Marshall Hevron, Retired Marine Sergent (served in Iraq) with the NOLA VFW

Matt Cole, Corporal in Marine Corps, Ambassador for Support Our War Heroes

Matt Granite, The Deal Guy

Ann Mills-Griffith, POW/MIA Executive Director and Chairwoman of the Board

Nick Stockton, Writer for Wired-Article, 'Psychosurgeons use lasers to burn away 

mental illness' 

Dr. Graeme Bannerman, Adjunct Scholar at Middle East Institute

Jeff McCausland, CBS Military Analyst

Joe Davis, Public Affairs Director for the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW)



Peter Morici, Economist at the University of Maryland & widely published 

columnist

James Sherk, Senior Policy Analyst in Labor Economics at the Heritage 

Foundation

Michael Saltsman, Research Director for the Employment Policies Institute

Jared Brossett,  City Council Member District D

Kathy Grannis, Director Media Relations for the National Retail Foundation

Dr. Kate Roberts, Boston area psychologist and family coach specializing in family 

relationships and parenting

Karen Swensen, WWL-TV Anchor/reporter

Steve Spires, Senior Policy Analyst at the Louisiana Budget Project

Will French, President of the Louisiana Film & Entertainment Association



Warren Delacroix, former La. Wildlife & Fisheries Commissioner and local 

businessman

Chink Sumas, Recreational fisherman

Jammer, Program Director, B 97

Nadine Ramsey, New Orleans City Councilmember

Cynthia Sylvain-Lear, Director of Sanitation for the City of New Orleans

Tim Meche, Attorney and legal analyst

Dr. Jose Bautista, Economics Professor  in the Division of Business-Xavier 

University

Nick Felton, Fire Fighters Union President



James Williams, Attorney for Sheriff Gusman

Sharonda Williams, City Attorney

Kirk Talbot, State Rep District 78

John Kennedy, State Treasurer

Donovan Livaccari, Attorney with the Fraternal Order of Police



Capt. Michael Glasser, President of PANO

Rafael Goyeneche, President of the Metropolitan Crime Commission

Michael Perlstein, WWL-TV investigative reporter

Mitch Landrieu, Mayor of New Orleans

Michael Harrison, Superintendent-NOPD



Tyler Gamble, Spokesman for the NOPD

Sidney Torres, Business owner & French Quarter resident

Sgt. Daniel Seuzeneau, Public Information Officer for the Slidell Police 

Department

Dr. Michelle Moore, Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at LSU Health New 

Orleans School of Medicine

Dr. Kate Roberts, Boston area psychologist and family coach specializing in family 

relationships & parenting

Steve Dorsey, CBS Correspondent

Dr. Deb Carlin, Nationally renowned expert in the field of the human condition 

and self-development. Author, Build the Strength Within: Create the Blueprint 

for your Best Life Yet

Dr. Keith Van Meter, LSU Health Chief of Emergency Medicine, board certified 

in both Emergency Medicine and Pediatric Emergency Medicine

Alyson Schafer, Parenting expert

Dr. Deborah Gilboa, Parenting expert, family doctor, and founder of 

AskDoctorG.com

Dr. Amy Dickson, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at LSU Health New Orleans 

School of Medicine



Dr. Michelle Moore, Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at LSU Health New 

Orleans School of Medicine

Roy Glapion, Chairman of NORD Commission-District C

Dr. Michelle Many, Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry at the LSU Health 

New Orleans School of Medicine

Dr. Kate Roberts, Boston area psychologist and family coach specializing in family 

relationships and parenting

Father Jim Weiss, Associate Professor of Theology at Boston College 

Dean Howard, Louisiana SPCA-  Development Director

Anna Zorilla, CEO at Louisiana SPCA



Newell Norman, Sheriff, Jefferson Parish

Maria Hagberfeld, Professor of Police Science, in the Department of Law, Police 

Science and Criminal Justice Administration at John Jay College of Criminal 

Justice in New York City 

Dr. George Capowich, Former cop & Criminologist, Dept of Sociology @ Loyola 

University

Tim Meche, Attorney and legal analyst

Eugene O'Donnell, Professor of Police Studies at the John Jay College of Criminal 

Justice at the City University of New York (former police officer) 

Donovan Liviccari, Attorney and Spokesperson with the Fraternal Order of Police

David Thomas, Senior Research Fellow at the Police Foundation Associate & 

Professor of Justice Studies at Florida Gulf Coast University



Marjorie Esman, Executive Director of ACLU Louisiana

Seth Stoughton, Assistant Professor of Law at the University of South Carolina

Dr. Ed Chervenak, UNO Political Science Professor

Ron Faucheaux, Political Analyst & President of Clarus Research Group

Steve Scalise, House Majority Whip

Ron Faucheux, Political Analyst & President of Clarus Research Group

Dr. Jay Kumar, author, Brain, Body & Being: Five Secrets for Achieving 

Authentic Health & Happiness and Faculty Member. Studies History of Religion, 

Religion and Neuroscience, and Indian Philosophy and Religion @ Chapman 

University 

 John Whitehead, President of  The Rutherford Institute and author of Battlefield 

America: The War on the American People, already a #1 bestseller on Amazon. 

Tom Schedler, Louisiana Secretary of State

Dr. Pearson Cross, HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 

AT ULL

Dan Ikenson, Director of Cato's Herbert A. Stiefel Center for Trade Policy Studies



James Carville, co-author of Love & War AND Tulane Professor of Practice, 

Political Science 

Dr. Ryan Teten, Associate Professor and Department Head /Political Science 

Department-University of Louisiana/Lafayette.  He specializes in campaignes, 

elections, the presidency and congress

Ron Faucheaux, Political Analyst & President of Clarus Research Group

Clancy Dubos, WWL-TV‘s political analyst and co-owner & political editor of 

Gambit

C.B. Forgotston, Attorney

Lara Brown, Professor in the Graduate School of Political Management at George 

Washington University

Jeremy Alford, Publisher and Editor of LaPolitics Weekly

Ron Faucheux, Political Analyst & President of Clarus Research Group

Dr. Robert Hogan, Professor of Political Science at LSU

Jeremy Alford, Publisher and Editor of LaPolitics Weekly



Kyle Kondik, Managing editor of Sabato‘s Crystal Ball at the University of 

Virginia Center for Politics

Clancy Dubos, WWL-TV‘s political analyst and co-owner & political editor of 

Gambit

Walt Leger, State Rep District 91

Ron Faucheaux, Political Analyst & President of Clarus Research Group

Carlton Dufrechou, Head of the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation

Pearson Cross, Head of the Department of Political Science at ULL

Dante Scala, Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of New 

Hampshire

Cully Stimson, Manager of the National Security Law Program and Senior Legal 

Fellow at the Heritage Foundation

Marjorie Esman, Executive Director of the Louisiana ACLU

Jay Vise, Second Harvest Food Bank 

Jay Vise, Second Harvest Food Bank 

Jay Vise, Second Harvest Food Bank 



Robert Jenkins, Attorney, former State Public Defender/Criminal Defense 

Attorney & Public Defender 

Cynthia Wiggins, President of the city wide tenants association

Alphonso Lewis, Truck driver with the American Trucking Associations

Dr. Avidan Milevsky, Associate Professor of Psychology at Kutztown University

Lynsey White Dasher, Humane Wildlife Conflict Resolution for The Humane 

Society of the United States

Robert Hackett, Technology & digital security reporter for Fortune Magazine



Walt Brinker, Roadside Survival

Cynthia Lee Sheng, Jefferson Parish Councilmember

Wes Withrow, IT Security Expert with TraceSecurity based out of Baton Rouge 

(IT Governance Risk & Compliance expert) 

Ashley Nelson, Professor of practice in the Freeman School of Business with 

expertise in social media

David Law, Professor of Law & Professor of Political Science at Washington 

University in St. Louis

Derald Sue, Professor of Psychology & Education at Teachers College Columbia 

University

Anita Thomas, Associate Professor of Counseling Psychology at Loyola University 

in Chicago

Bruce Sacerdote, Professor of Economics at Dartmouth

Dr. Andrea Syrtash, Relationship expert, author of "Cheat on Your Husband 

(With Your Husband)"

Archbishop Gregory Aymond, Archbishop of the Archdiocese of New Orleans

Father Jim Bretzke, Professor of Theology at Boston College

Ed Cohn, Rabbi at Temple Sinai

Walt Leger, Louisiana State Representative



Mike Johnson, Louisiana State Representative

Dr. Lisa Miller, Director of Clinical Psychology at Columbia University Teachers 

College

Mike Hout, Professor of Sociology at NYU

Jeremy Alford, Publisher-Editor, LaPolitics Weekly

Daniel Conway, Military defense attorney

Father Jim Bretzke, Associate Professor of Theology at Boston College, Visiting 

Chair at Marquette University

JoAnna Clevenger, Upperline Restaurant



Octavio Mantilla, Partner & co-owner, Besh Restaurant Group

Emergy Whalen, Director of Communications, Besh Restaurant Group

Katie Casbarian, Co-owner, Arnaud's 

Brad Fortier, Certified Financial Planner with Fortier Financial

Susan Guidry, Orleans Parish City Council

Jared Brossett, Orleans Parish City Council

Karlyn Bowman, Senior Fellow, American Enterprise Institute and poling expert



Chris Fettweis, Assistant Professor of Political Science at Tulane (specializes in 

international relations)

Dr. John Lopez, Executive  Director, Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation

Chris Faulkener, CEO, Breitling (Bright -ling) Energy Corp in Dallas

Dr. Richard Gartner, Psychologist and psychoanalyst in New York and author of 

Beyond Betrayal: Taking Charge of Your Life after Boyhood Sexual Abuse

Parker Sternbergh, Assistant Director for the Porter Cason Institute for the 

Family in the Tulane School of Social Work

Wendy Mays, Grandmother of alleged sexual assualt victm in the Jefferson Parish 

School Bus incident. Her granddaughter is 5 years old.  She posted a warning to 

other parents on Facebook

Carolyn Guidry, Mother of of 5 year old alleged sexual assualt victm in the 

Jefferson Parish School Bus incident. (Wendy Mays daughter)

Virginia Baye, Grandmother of alleged sexual assualt victm in the Jefferson 

Parish School Bus incident. Her granddaughter is 6 years old.  She was molested 

by the same boy. She is the sister of Wendy Mays.

Stasha Rhodes, Louisiana Advocacy Director for the American Heart Association

Jade Russell, Spokesperson for Harrah's

Jade Russell, Spokesperson for Harrah's

Bronson Frick, Associate Director,  American Nonsmokers‘ Rights Foundation.



Sameera Sullivan, CEO & Lead Certified Matchmaker-Lasting Connections- 

Online Dating Safety expert

Erwin Chemerinsky, Dean and Distinguished Professor of Law at the University 

of California, Irvine

Mike Tanner, Senior Fellow with the Cato Institute (with a particular emphasis on 

healthcare, social welfare, & Social Security policy

Thomas Miller, Resident Fellow @ American Enterprise Institute. He's a former 

senior health economist for the Joint Economic Committee (JEC). He has testified 

before Congress on issues including the uninsured, health care costs, Medicare 

prescription drug benefits, health insurance tax credits, genetic information, 

Social Security, and federal reinsurance of catastrophic events. 

Christian Weller, Senior Fellow at Center for American Progress

Dr. Norvel Goff, Reverend and a member of the Emmanuel AME Church in 

Charleston, South Carolina

Dr. Norvel Goff, Reverend and a member of the Emmanuel AME Church in 

Charleston, South Carolina

Andrew Cohen, CBS legal analyst

Steve Futterman, CBS News Correspondent

Dr. John Penny, Criminologist at Southern University

Donovan Livaccari, Attorney with the Fraternal Order of Police

Dane Ciolino, Professor of Law at Loyola



Sean Kelley, Play by play anounceer and Voice of the Pelicans

Mike Stanfield, Vice President of Ticket Sales for the Pelicans and Saints

Jake Madison, Writer at BourbonStreetShots.com

Jared Zwerling, NBA Senior Writer with the BleacherReport

Scott Farmer, Director of Athletics of the University of Louisiana at Lafayette

John Deshazier, Pelicans Color Analyst

Mike Detillier, WWL's NFL and College analayst

Doug Thornton, Executive Vice President of SMG

Mike Stanfield, VICE-PRESIDENT OF TICKETS SALES FOR THE NEW 

ORLEANS SAINTS

Mike Detillier, WWL's NFL Analyst

Jake Madison, Writer at BourbonStreetShots.com

Mike Detillier, WWL's NFL Analyst

Mike Detillier, WWL NFL & college football analyst

Mike Detillier, WWL NFL and college football analyst

Connor Ruebusch, Fight analyst for BadLeftHook.com and BloodyElbow.com

Saints General Manager Mickey Loomis-press conference 10am-       pre-draft Mickey Loomis gives his pre-draft press conference at 10am.  We‘ll go live to Saints camp with sideline 

reporter Kristian Garic…and instant reaction from Bobby Hebert and Deke Bellavia.  The Saints Draft begins



Mike Diliberto, Buddy D's son

Mike Detillier, WWL's NFL Analyst

WWL NFL & college football analyst

WWL legal analyst

Lead boxing writer for CBSSports.com and featured columnist for Bleacher 

Report

Kevin Clark, NFL writer for the Wall Street Journal

Ross Dellenger, LSU football and baseball beat reporter

Joel Corry, Former sports agent, FL contracts and salary cap expert

Jason Cole, NFL reporter for Bleacher Report

Gabe Feldman, Director of the Sports Law Program at Tulane

Larry Kamer, CEO of Kamer Consulting Group in San Francisco, PR/marketing 

consultant specializing in crisis and controversy

Michael Gray, CPA-Tax Expert-his website www.taxtrimmers.com 

Clark Judge, Senior NFL insider & co-host of The Talk of Fame

Jake Madison, Writer for BourbonStreetShots.com

Jared Zwerling, Senior NBA writer with Bleacher Report

Pelicans General Manager Dell Demps press conference about the firing of Coach Monty Williams 



Brian Lazare, Beat Writer for Tigerbait.com

Steve Geller, WWL's morning sports anchor &  reporter

Jay Cicero, President & CEO, The Greater New Orleans Sports Foundation

Gregg Easterbrook, Contributer to the Atlantic, "How the NFL Fleeces 

Taxpayers" and author of the book, THE KING OF SPORTS

Steve Geller, WWL Sports reporter & producer

Bryan Lazare, Senior Writer for TigerBait.com

Susan Gremillion, Head Coach for the Louisiana School for the Deaf

Steve Alic, Senior Director of Communications for USA Football

Brian Lazare, Senior Writer for Tigerbait.com

Steve Geller, WWL sports reporter & producer

Dane Ciolino, Loyola Law Professor

Bryan Lazare, Senior writer for Tigerbait.com



Chick Foret, Attorney, former ADA and Assist. U.S. Attorney

Dane Ciolino, Loyola Law Professor

Mike Detillier, WWL NFL & college football analyst

Chick Foret, WWL-TV legal analyst

Bryan Lazare, Senior writer for TigerBait.com

Sean Haskin, Senior correspondent for Blood-Horse

Jeff Palermo, WWL.com columnist, Louisiana Radio Network Sports Director

Doug Sunseri, WWL legal analyst & co-host of All Things Legal

Bryan Lazare, Senior writer for TigerBait.com

Jeff Palermo, WWL.com columnist, Louisiana Network Sports Director

Kristian Garic, WWL's Saints Sideline reporter and co-host of Double Coverage 

with Tbob Hebert on 3WL

Mike Scarborough, Editor and Publisher of Tigerbait.com

Chick Foret, Attorney

Chick Foret, Attorney

Pat Brister, St. Tammany Parish President

Allison Shilling, LaDOTD

Rick Betbeze, St. Tammany Parish Project Manager

Erin Stair, Project Administrator-St. Tammany Parish

John Kennedy, State Treasurer



Kirk Talbot, State Rep District 78

Walt Leger, State Rep District 91

David Hammer, Reporter with WWL-TV

Mike Stagg, Executive Director of Free Louisiana, documentary maker, Civic 

Activist

John Kennedy, State Treasurer

Jeff Januszek, Manager of Fix My Streets

Clancy Dubos, WWL-TV‘s political analyst and co-owner & political editor of 

Gambit

Ed Chervenak, UNO Political Science Professor

John Kennedy, Louisiana State Treasurer

Brad Fortier, Certified Financial Planner with Fortier Financial

Dr. Jim Richardson, Director of LSU Public Administration Institute and 

Professor of Economics at LSU

Dr. Walter 'Dub' Lane, Associate Professor of Economics & Finance @ UNO

Austin Badon, Louisiana State Representative



Jeff Palermo, News Director of the Louisiana Network and WWL.com columnist

Michael Hecht, President & CEO, GNO. Inc

Greg Rusovich, Business & Civic Leader

Debby Bezzina, Assistant program manager for the University of Michigan 

Transportation Research Institute

Chandra Bhat, Director of the Center for Transportation Research at the 

University of Texas/Austin

Mike Watson, Owner of Jim's Body Shop and Full owner of Text Guardian 

Kristian Garic, Co-host of Double Coverage with T Bob Hebert on 3WL

Corey Powell, Interim Editor,  American Scientist

Dr. J. Bruce Morton, Associate Professor, Western University -Ontario, Canada

Ed Martin, Entomologist with Terminex 



John Mueller, Senior Fellow at the Cato Institute

Steve Bucci, Director of the Allison Center for Foreign Policy Studies at the 

Heritage Foundation, about a large online attack against the federal government

Cully Stimson, Manager of National Security Law Program and Senior Legal 

Fellow at the Heritage Foundation

Dr. Sajjan Gohel, International Security Director for the Asia-Pacific Foundation

Joy Weaver, Etiquette Expert

Joseph C. Rallo, Commissioner of Higher Education

Senator Conrad Appel, State Senator -Dist 9

Dr. James A. Callier, Executive Director at the Taylor Foundation and President 

Emeritus of the Louisiana University System

Craig Murdock, Attorney

Elizabeth Jenkins, Board Member for the Louisiana Forum for Equality
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Mark Rosenker, CBS News Aviation Safety Analyst, former head of NTSB
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Greg Feirn, LCMC Health President & CEO-They will manage University 

Medical Center

Marc Rosenblum, Deputy Director of MPI's U.S. Immigration Policy Program

Malvern Burnett, Immigration Attorney

Mark Rosenker, CBS News consultant & former Chairman of the National 

Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). 

Jeff Bennett, Automotive reporter for the Wall Street Journal

Jamon Barrow, Case Manager at Veterans Transitional Housing Program

Martha J. Kegel, Executive Director of UNITY New Orleans

Dr. Reginald Parquet, Clinical Assistant Professor in the Tulane School of Social 

Work. His expertise: youth violence, gangs, substance abuse, at-risk inner city 

youth 

Dr. Phillip Stepka, Licensed Clinical Psychologist at LSU Health New Orleans & 

Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at LSU Health New Orleans School of 

Medicine

Janet Howard, President & CEO of BGR (Bureau of Governmental Research)

Charles Brown, Executive Director of the New Orleans Public Library



Sandy Levinson, Professor of Law at the University of Texas Law School & 

author of Our Undemocratic Constitution:

Where the Constitution Goes Wrong

(And How We the People Can Correct It)

Hardin Lang, Senior Fellow at Center for American Progress

Jim Phillips, Senior Research Fellow for Middle Eastern Affairs @ Heritage 

Foundation

Carl Arredondo, Chief Meteorologist at WWL-TV

Carl Arredondo, WWL-TV Meterologist

Dexter Accardo, St. Tammany Parish EOC

Melissa Matey, PIO, State Troopers

Carlton Dufrechou, Causeway Commissioner

Michael Claudet, Terrebonne Parish President

John Young, Jefferson Parish President

Mike Burns, Entergy Louisiana 

Doug Dodt, Kenner EOC

Frank Revitte, National Weather Service

Aaron Miller, Interim Deputy Mayor, Homeland Security

Alexandria Cranford, WWL-TV Meteorlogist

Carlton Dufrechou, Causeway Commissioner

Mike Burns, Entergy Louisiana 

Charlotte Cavell, Entergy New Orleans

Melissa Matey, PIO, State Troopers

Carl Arredondo, WWL-TV Meteorlogist

Melonie Stewart, Entergy's Customer Service Director for Southeast Louisiana

John Young, President of Jefferson Parish



Dr. Andy Nyman, Professor 

Capt. George Ricks, President, The Save Louisiana Coalition

Christine Porath, Professor in the Business School at Georgetown

Paul Flower, President & CEO, Woodward Design + Build

Carol Gniady, Executive Director, French Quarter Citizens

Mark Gonzalez, Riverfront Alliance and Bywater resident



Brian Luckett, instrumental in crafting the Riverfront Alliance's request for the 

Marigny/Bywater riverfront overlay

Carol Gniady, Executive Director, French Quarter Citizens

Karen Ocker, Mid-City Neighborhood Organization

Rhonda Findley, Attorney who lives in Mid-City & community activist

LawKeith Hardie, yer & President  for Maple Area Residents Inc.



Lisa Suarez, President of the Faubourg Marigny Improvement Association

Ray Kern, Owner of Den of Muses

Rhonda Findley, Property owner, member of  By water Neighborhood Association



Attorney for Faubourg Marigny Neighborhood Association



Description (Subject)

Ameer Baraka‘s memoir, The Life I Chose: The Streets Lied to Me; crime in New Orleans and 

why some young people are drawn to the lure of criminal behavior; the trappings and temptations 

of illegal activity; the impact of poor educational choices on young people; Ameer‘s long prison 

sentence, release and career as an actor, speaker and author; impact of faith on turning one‘s life 

around.

The Jewish Community Center is one of United Way of Southeast Louisiana‘s ‗partner agencies‘ 

or ‗community impact partners‘. The New Orleans Jewish Community Center is a non-profit 

organization dedicated to serving the Greater New Orleans Jewish community, their friends, and 

families. The community knows that comfortable, clean and conveniently located facilities set the 

tone for everything done at the JCC. With locations in both Metairie and Uptown New Orleans, 

the JCC strives to serve our neighborhoods with state-of-the-art fitness centers, inviting 

classrooms, swimming pools, art studios, public meeting places, and auditoriums.

Junior League of New Orleans (JLNO) 10
th

 annual Kitchen Tour; features 12 Uptown kitchens 

open for tour-goers to enjoy the design, craftsmanship and functionality of these one-of-a-kind 

spaces; proceeds support JLNO‘s mission to promote voluntarism, develop the potential of women 

and improve communities.

NOBA‘s grand finale of the season; kicks off the 70th Anniversary Season of the legendary Limón 

Dance Company. The performance will take place Mahalia Jackson Theater on May 9; the 

discipline of dance.

Kingsley House, a United Way of Southeast  Louisiana Community Impact Partner, nationally 

renowned as the oldest Settlement House in the South, has served more than half a million people 

since it was founded in 1896. Today, nearly, 7,000 infants, children, youth, parents and disabled 

and elderly from throughout Southeast Louisiana participate annually in a comprehensive array of 

nationally accredited and state certified programs.

Cuba Delegation tour follow-up; 80-person delegation of south Louisiana businesses, cultural 

representatives, education and civic leaders made the trip; the delegation trip organized as a result 

of the Obama Administration loosening restrictions to Cuba; economic development possibilities 

for Louisiana and Cuba; how Cubans are reacting to loosening restrictions.

Catholic Charities is one of United Way of Southeast Louisiana‘s largest Community Impact 

Partners, or partner agencies. Catholic Charities is an umbrella agency of health and community 

services throughout the Archdiocese of New Orleans. There are numerous programs serving those 

literally from birth till they ‗are called home‘…and United Way is partnering with 8 of those 

programs.

HeartNHands organization; focuses on educating young girls in about heart disease prevention; 

incorporates physical activity, healthy food options, lifestyles; empowers young girls and their 

families to take their heart health in their hands by providing heart related information, 

educational tools and support needed to sustain a heart healthy lifestyle; Essence‘s experience with 

heart disease as a woman under 30.



NO/AIDS Task Force is a partnership for life and one of United Way of Southeast Louisiana‘s  

community impact partners. The mission of NO/AIDS Task Force is to reduce the spread of HIV 

infection, provide services, advocate empowerment, safeguard the rights and dignity of HIV-

affected individuals, and provide for an enlightened public.

Goodwill Industries; various initiatives as part of Goodwill Week; Goodwill‘s new e-waste 

program for recycling electronics; a new career & technical college opening in August; helping the 

public better understand Goodwill‘s mission; upgrading the branding of Goodwill‘s thrift store; 

helping clients land employment.

Family Service of Greater New Orleans has been serving family and community since 1896. One of 

United Way of Southeast Louisiana‘s community impact partners or partner agencies, Family 

Service of Greater New Orleans is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing counseling and 

community education to families in need. Its mission is to strengthen the emotional health and 

foster the self-sufficiency of families and individuals. 

Core Element; organization‘s free professional development opportunities for science and math 

teachers provide teachers with the confidence, skills, classroom tools and resources that are 

necessary to effectively encourage, engage and prepare students in STEM subjects; professional 

development opportunities available to them this summer.

When you invest in United Way of Southeast Louisiana,  you support programs for your children 

to your grandparents, that  can help make Southeast Louisiana a safer, better place to live, work 

and raise our families. We celebrate being part of a team and culture that continues to help change 

lives and shape communities. Living united means being a part of the change.  It takes all of us… 

to Give. Advocate. Volunteer… because change can‘t happen without YOU. And, that‘s why 

UWSELA and HONO are teaming up—we both want a better future for our region.

The Preservation Resource Center, PRC is hosting its 15th annual Ladies in Red – A Red Hot Jazz 

Gala  – on Friday, May 15 at the historic Carver Theater. Funds raised by Ladies in Red support 

PRC‘s African American Heritage Preservation and Heritage Education programs.

The New Orleans‘ Women‘s Shelter‘s (NOWS); mission is to enable women and their children to 

transition from a life of homelessness and poverty to one of stability and self-sufficiency; NOWS 

opens doors and access to resources for these homeless women – healthcare, education, jobs and 

safe, affordable housing for the whole family; has grown from a grassroots startup to the largest 

facility servicing homeless women and children in New Orleans.

Family Service of Greater New Orleans has been serving family and community since 1896. One of 

United Way of Southeast Louisiana‘s community impact partners or partner agencies, Family 

Service of Greater New Orleans is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing counseling and 

community education to families in need. Its mission is to strengthen the emotional health and 

foster the self-sufficiency of families and individuals.



Smoking Cessation Trust; offers free services to help Louisiana smokers quit for good; will benefit 

more than 200,000 Louisiana smokers in the final judgment of a 14-year-old class-action lawsuit; 

the judgment ordered certain tobacco companies to fund a 10-year statewide smoking cessation 

program for all Louisiana residents who developed a smoking habit before September 1, 1988; how 

the trust works; contact information.

The partners of the Asset Building Coalition of Southeast Louisiana (ABC-SELA) provide free tax 

preparation for eligible taxpayers through the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program 

and education and outreach to share information about how to claim the earned income tax credit 

and where to get free tax preparation assistance.

Homebuilders Association of Greater New Orleans; 2015 Parade of Homes; metro New Orleans 

housing market, impact of an improving economy especially now that the economy is improving; 

construction trends 10 years after Hurricane Katrina; aging in place and how a majority of 

Americans over the age of 45 want to continue living in a familiar environment throughout their 

maturing years. 

Since 1958, the Cancer Association of Greater New Orleans has been the local leader in the fight 

against cancer. CAGNO, a non-profit United Way of Southeast Louisiana community impact 

partner, prides itself in protecting and defending the community against cancer through education, 

outreach, research and assistance of needy cancer patients.

Louisiana State Bar Association; Lawyers and Libraries initiative to provide general legal advice 

at state libraries; how the general public can navigate the legal system and how to file documents; 

incoming president‘s focus as head of Bar Association.

Red Cross South Louisiana Region; Red Cross‘ efforts to assist those impacted by the flooding and 

severe weather in Texas and Arkansas; what should businesses do to be prepared (Ready 365 

Program); building a disaster kit; re-entry plans; how to volunteer with the Red Cross. 

The YMCA of Greater New Orleans is a community impact partner or partner agency of United 

Way of Southeast Louisiana. It‘s often said if you need it—you can find it at the Y. That‘s because 

the YMCA is a constant in any community—especially in our region—and plays an important 

role—adapting to the needs of a community.

Greater New Orleans Foundation‘s presentation of New Orleans 360: The Cost of Being Poor; 

includes lecture by author of Broke USA discusses that is getting more and more expensive to be 

poor with payday lenders, subprime credit cards, rent to own, and even the corner check cashing 

store; complementing the talk will be a performance by the Cripple Creek Theatre Company 

intended to provoke thought, emotion, and action. ―Our actors have created a play that captures 

the plight of the working poor. 

It‘s that time of year again—Hurricane Season. From June first through November 30
th

 residents 

of southeast Louisiana keep a wary eye on the Gulf, stock up on staples  like batteries and bottled 

water and most importantly, ‗make a plan‘  should the call come to evacuate.   The American Red 

Cross SELA chapter was chartered in 1918 and has provided essential services and support since 

its inception.  But the Red Cross does far more than help during hurricanes. 
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Retirement of Dr. Norman Francis; retiring after 47 years as head of Xavier University, incoming 

president; the role of educating some of the top science and pharmacy students in the country; 

rebuilding after Hurricane Katrina; the future of Xavier University.

Animal fundraiser, Rescue on the Runway; mission to raise money to support a number of animal 

rescue organizations, including Spay Neuter; addressing the feral animal population.

Today I am speaking with two of my she-roes—some call them the advocacy angels! The 2015 

Louisiana Legislative session has ended—and yet the work has not stopped for you and others of 

the UWSELA Public Policy Committee. .  You‘ve had some major successes in passing literally life-

saving laws that benefit all in the Pelican State around domestic violence and stalking. But before 

we delve in to those accomplishments let‘s talk a bit about how this all began—the impotice behind 

the establishment of the Public Policy Committee. 

Disposable Heroes Project; nonprofit organization that recognizes, honors, and supports wounded, 

fallen, and active duty troops and their family members; focus on education, financial, 

employment, and government benefit awareness for the military; how Americans often make 

veterans feel disposable; how the former Marine Corps sniper created the organization; various 

ways Disposable Heroes Project supports veterans.

Mission Ignition is an entirely student-run service initiative run in partnership with United Way of 

South East Louisiana with a goal (or as we like to call it mission ) to increase youth participation in 

service throughout the Greater New Orleans community. Our mission is to make service fun and 

engaging by turning it into a competition and encouraging a sense of community while inspiring 

philanthropic lifestyles that transcend high school graduation requirements.

Is climate change a threat to public health?  President Obama and his advisers say that it‘s bad for 

the average American‘s health.  Do you agree?  Do you think fears are being overblown, or is this a 

serious issue that many are ignoring? 
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serious issue that many are ignoring? 

Is climate change a threat to national security? President Obama says that it is, and new studies 

claim that it will cause hotter summers and more intense hurricanes. Do you think the U.S. needs 

to act immediately, or do you think man-made global warming is just a bunch of hot air? 
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to act immediately, or do you think man-made global warming is just a bunch of hot air? 

Just as the people of Baltimore stood side by side to protect the police and their community … 

would that happen here?  We live side by side…celebrate side by side at Mardi Gras, Saints & 

LSU games…grieve side by side after Katrina.  Are we so galvanized as a community that we 

would never turn on each other?  
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After the tragic shooting in Charleston, should South Carolina ditch the Confederate flag?  The 

flag flew at full mast after the massacre, and many are calling for it to be completely removed.  Is 

the Confederate flag a symbol of hate, or heritage?

If you knew the image of a Confederate flag branded you as stupid, would you defend it?   Even if 

you understand the historical context of the flag, would you wear it on a job interview, on a date, 

anywhere you‘d need approval?  
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Do you think there‘s a war on Southern heritage, or is the massacre in Charlotte the catalyst to 

move the South forward?  A prominent Mississippi lawmaker says it‘s time to change their state 

flag and Walmart is pulling all Confederate flag merchandise.   Should New Orleans or Louisiana 

consider changing any monuments or street names?
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We‘ll continue our conversation about the controversy concerning Confederate monuments in New 

Orleans and throughout the country.  Is this just an attempt to rewrite our history, or is history 

always changing?  And is the perpetrator of the Charleston massacre getting what he wanted by 

dividing people?

What was it like salvaging the Costa Concordia?  How big and difficult of a task is it?

Have you seen coyotes in your neighborhood?  They've been spotted around the area before, and 

now residents of Stonebridge are seeing them. What should you do if you encounter one?

Follow up with French Quarter Task Force
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Sheriff Newell Normand blasts the problems of drugs and drug dealers criticized those questioning 

the actions of his officers involved in a shooting on Monday.  Is crime becoming a problem in 

Jefferson Parish?  If you live there, how do you feel about it?

We‘ll pick our conversation back up about Sheriff Newell‘s comments on crime and apathy in the 

community.  Do some people just not care about what‘s happening in their neighborhood?  Have 

you ever called the police on a crime or some suspicious behavior near your home?

A reserve officer in Oklahoma accidentally shoots and kills a man.  Should he face charges?



Would you want a Crimestoppers door hanger on your house?  Crimestoppers GNO will begin 

delivering ―New-open homicide case door hangers‖ within a half mile radius of unsolved murders.  

Will that affect the anonymity of the program? Will it be effective?

Is any place in the metro area free of violent crime?  The execution style murder of a father and 

son in Metairie by car burglars is still rocking the community.  Could this random act happen in 

your neighborhood?  Is crime leaking out of New Orleans to nearby parishes?  

Is the answer to reducing crime in the French Quarter as simple as a Smart Phone app?  Six weeks 

ago a Smart Phone app (French Quarter Task Force)  was launched to help tackle crime in the 

French Quarter.  Some say it has exceeded expectations.  Also, Bourbon Street businesses have 

pitched in to pay for an off-duty NOPD patrol.  The Bourbon Street Patrol hits the streets on June 

1st.  Businesses and citizens have stepped up and put their money where their 'mouth is.' Is that 

what it's going to take to make the French Quarter safe?    
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WHO could put a baby in a trash compactor…then dump that child like trash?  What did you 

think and feel when you first heard this story?  We‘ll get the latest on this gut wrenching 

story…and take your calls.  Which news stories trigger you emotionally?   
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Angela goes in-depth with Smart on Crime Louisiana about reforming America‘s prison capital, 

Louisiana.  How can Louisiana policymakers take a smarter approach to fix the criminal justice 

system with an eye to save money and increase public safety like Texas, Georgia & Mississippi?  In 

2013, taxpayers paid $700 million in correction costs  that kept almost 40,000 inmates behind bars.  

Despite the tremendous costs, Louisiana has high recidivism rates.  4 in10 ex-offenders wind up 

back in prison within 3 years of release.  The Smart on Crime coalition wants legislators to 

examine and implement reforms made by other states so it can start to repair its reputation as 

America‘s prison capital.  
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A New Orleans East man was robbed at gunpoint for $2 as he was taking out his garbage.  How do 

we prevent these sorts of crimes?

Personal safety tips…what steps can you take to make yourself less of a target

Why does New Orleans have the highest incarceration rate in America and the state of Louisiana?  

And, how do we reduce the jail population and the recidivism rate?  More than 5 out of every 1,000 

residents are behind bars in Orleans Parish Prison at any given time.  Why?  City leaders, who run 

the criminal justice system and jail, will spend the next 6 months trying to find out thanks to the 

$150,000 grant from the MacArthur Foundation.  Listen to these scary stats:  42% of inmates are 

awaiting trial in the parish on felony charges.  41% are being held for the state—either serving out 

their sentence or awaiting a hearing on allegations of probation or parole allegations.  The others 

include a mix awaiting trial on misdemeanor charges, being held until they‘re extradited to some 

other place or have been picked up on outstanding warrants. Do we frankly just have more 

criminals?   Do we put people in jail for insignificant crimes?  Is our legal process so slow and for 

some too expensive that we keep people in jail?  And, is that intentional?   What are your ideas 

about how we can be more efficient and more humane?  Do you know anybody who got caught in 

the web of criminal justice and OPP?   

the MacArthur grant on helping the city reduce jail population and reduce recidivism. 
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How much punishment is enough? A judge orders the release of an inmate who was kept in 

solitary confinement for 43 years. He was convicted for stabbing in a prison guard twice.  Should 

he be released? Can you imagine being in solitary confinement for over four decades? 
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What happened that allowed Travis Boys to get a hold of a gun while in the back of a police car?  

If you or someone you know works in law enforcement, how does news like this make you feel?
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If you or someone you know works in law enforcement, how does news like this make you feel?

Is a 17 year old an adult?  The Louisiana criminal justice system treats them as adults, but that 

may change.  Should it be automatic, or should it depend on the charge?  If you do an adult crime, 

should you get adult time?  



How does a suspect in handcuffs get a gun & a patrol car & kill a police officer?  And, shortly after 

avoid helicopters & canine patrols?  How does one of NOPD‘s best lose his life under these 

circumstances?  

– Should 17 year old offenders be treated as adults or juveniles?  That‘s the question, Robert 

Jenkins, Attorney, former State Public Defender/Criminal Defense Attorney & Public Defender, is 

asking.  The Institute for Public Health & Justice at LSU Health Sciences Center School of Public 

Health is doing a study on treating 17 year olds as adults instead of juveniles.  They are looking at 

brain development in minors, juveniles who were mistreated in adult facilities, & the federal rape 

–prevention standards where prison facilities could lose federal grant money if not compliant.  

Also, more and more females are being charged with violent crimes for a first time offense.  Could 

refocusing on the treatment and booking of  juveniles change the course of crime in New Orleans?  

How can we get a handle on this violent crime?  
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Should Harriet Tubman be the new face of the $20 bill?  Tubman was selected out of a group of 

four women in an effort to replace Andrew Jackson.  Should they take Old Hickory off to put a 

woman on the currency?  And if you could pick ANYONE to put on the twenty, who would you 

choose?

Can cyclists and motorists safely co-exist on the streets of New Orleans? In the past few weeks 

there were a couple of cyclists killed by motorists.   Cyclists say that motorists don't honor their 

space and are not mindful of where cyclists are.  Motorists say cyclists are arrogant and don't 

follow rules of the road.  Whether you are a cyclist or motorist the laws are the laws.  Do you know 

there needs to be 3 feet of space between the vehicle and cyclist? Did you know it was against the 

law to yell or honk at a cyclist?  Did you know that cyclists have to follow the rules of the road, just 

like vehicles:  come to a complete stop at stop signs and red lights, don't ride against traffic and use 

hand signals for stopping and turning?  Motorists-have you had an encounter with a cyclist?  

Cyclists-have you had an encounter with a motorist?  Call in with your experiences. Make a date 

with the legendary Angela Hill weekday afternoons 1 to 4 on the legendary WWL! 
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Is it fair for people to be fired just because they‘re gay?  Representative Austin Badon plans on 

introducing a bill that would ban discrimination based on sexual orientation.  Should that be 

against the law or up to individual business owners? 
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introducing a bill that would ban discrimination based on sexual orientation.  Should that be 

against the law or up to individual business owners? 

Is acceptance of gay people inevitable?  The President of the Boy Scouts says they need to accept 

gay leadership and deal with the world as it is, not as some want it to be.  Is he right?  Is it 

changing with the times or compromising on principles?  

Have you or a family member been a victim of domestic abuse or stalking?  The group, United 

Against Domestic Violence, is fighting in the legislature to save lives & protect victims in Louisiana.  

In a 247 page report, United Against Domestic Violence, lays out bill after bill that has been 

submitted to the legislature--everything from granting immediate divorce for physical or sexual 

abuse during marriage to setting standards for examining sex crime victims by hospitals. This 

group is determined to make a difference in the lives of these victims.  What‘s at stake?  The safety 

and lives of your loved ones:  sisters, daughters, mothers, and friends! 
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Do you know someone who has been a victim of sexual assault or domestic abuse?  With the 

negative ending to the legistlative session there were some positive things that happened.  Victims 

of domestic violence & sexual assault took front stage and center.  With the new laws on the books, 

Louisiana will be  an example to the nation on  several key laws dealing with victims of domestic 

violence and sexual assault.  One is how sexual assault is reported and investigated on college 

campuses.  Another requires college police officers to complete sexual assault training.  Still 

another requires casinos and racetracks across the state to remite revenue from unclaimed expired 

slot tickets to the victims reparations board.  This will insure that no victim will be directly billed 

for a sexual assault exam or test.  
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A drone carrying traces of a radioactive substance has land on the roof of Japan‘s prime minister‘s 

residence.  Could this be the beginning of attacks that put world leaders at risk with little or no 

way to find out who initiated the attack?  

What if there was an easy way to make sure anyone who overdoses prescription drugs OR heroin 

could be saved?  Wouldn't virtually everyone know about it…including doctors?  There is such a 

miracle drug.  What don't we know about it?  
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Where do you stand on this issue: are you for or against legalizing medical marijuana? Louisiana 

legislature just passed a medical marijuana bill.  It is sitting on the governor's desk waiting for his 

approval.  A recent study shows that legalizing medical marijuana does not increase usage by 

teens.  Opponants to the legalization of medical marijuana claim that it's a public safety issue for 

children. The study says teens are not being compromised by medical marijuana access.  



Do you have confidence that East Jefferson Hospital can make it on it's own?  In spite of the 

collapse of the  lease negotiations with HCA (Hospital Corp of America),  Moody's Investor 

Services dropping East Jefferson Hospital's credit rating, and financial losses, Dr.Peters, President 

& CEO of East Jefferson Hospital, says, "the hospital is on track to break even next year."

What are you doing Easter weekend?  If you‘re boiling crawfish, what other stuff goes in the pot?  

If you‘re firing up the grill, what are you cooking?  And, tell me—what do you fill the Easter 

baskets with?  And, is it okay to have a crawfish boil on Good Friday; or should it be a time for 

quiet reflection?

Have you ever tried an e-cigarette? A lot of people turn to vaping to help quit regular cigarettes, 

but new a study claims e-cigs actually make it HARDER to quit smoking. What‘s your experience? 

And, is it fair that e-cigarettes are treated the same as cigarettes for the new smoking ban? 
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Is all the talk about legislative cutbacks here in Louisiana hurting potential new business and 

residents?   Some whose jobs are to new attract business to Louisiana say they‘re hearing too much 

legislative talk about cutting money for business, universities and healthcare.  If you own a 

business in Louisiana…teach or work at a university…or are a doctor or prospective hire at the 

giant New Orleans University Medical Center, would you still come… leave… or move to another 

state?  How do we attract or keep the best & the brightest when we can‘t handle our own affairs?
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Income inequality is a problem in this country, right?  What if it‘s not?  According to a renowned 

financial expert it may not only be beneficial, but a key strength that helps everybody.  If you‘re a 

woman or minority, do you believe that?  Don‘t miss John Tamny, political economist for Forbes 

magazine

With all Louisiana‘s economic problems can we focus on innovation?  Louisiana and its 

universities rank poorly when it comes to business innovation.  Many economists think that will 

keep us from reaching the status of Austin or Silicon Valley.  But a major study says our 

universities can change the future if we act now.  



Is expelling fewer students the answer to some of our problems in the classroom?  The school 

board in San Diego is giving principals more discretion in expelling students for bad behavior like 

smoking, fights and possessing drugs.  Previously, 15 offenses got students automatically kicked 

out of school. Now, only 5 trigger mandatory expulsions.  Parents, students, and community 

activists in Pittsburg want school administrators to end the school-to-prison pipeline. They want 

zero tolerance policies replaced with counseling and positive behavior intervention.  Should schools 

replace zero tolerance & expulsions for bad behavior with counseling & positive intervention?   Is 

this the change needed in our schools?  Do you agree or disagree with this kinder, gentler 

approach?  What solutions do you have to solve some of our school discipline problems? Do most 

problems begin at home?

Does your blood pressure rise when you hear the words, Common Core?  These two words  have 

divided educators, parents and teachers for the past few years.  It‘s an emotionally charged issue 

that pitted those who wanted to give up current academic standards for old ones and those who 

wanted to get rid of tests aligned to Common Core.  Legislators are working on a Common Core 

compromise.  Two parts of the plan passed on Wednesday: one changes Common Core testing for 

the next year and the other lists the steps by which the new standards are reviewed.  The third part 

is being debated on the house floor.  It defines how lawmakers and the governor can make any 

changes to the Common Core guidelines. Do you think this is a good compromise?

Should cheering be allowed during graduation ceremonies? Is it disrespectful?

Should your employer be able to dictate your beliefs on certain issues? Teachers from four San 

Francisco High Schools rallied against ―morality clauses‖ in teacher‘s contracts prohibiting 

homosexuality, same sex marriage, abortion, contraceptives or more. Can teachers be effective 

even if they don‘t personally agree with the school‘s policies? 

Would you hire a person with a criminal record?  U.S. Attorney Kenneth Polite says his office will 

be hiring former prisoners, and he‘s urging local businesses to do the same.  If you have hired 

someone with a record, were they a good employee?  And would you care if one of your co-workers 

was a convicted criminal?  

Are you ‗for‘ or ‗against‘ expanding offshore energy production? Dr. Bill Cassidy, U.S. Senator, 

stands by his legislation to expand offshore energy production. In addition to creating jobs with 

better wages and benefits, the state also receives more equity in revenue sharing.  This would also 

impact money for hurricane protection and coastal conservation.  Plus, Dr. Cassidy wants to cut 

government waste and save $4 billion taxpayer dollars.  He says federal agencies are wasting 

billions of dollars ―on lack of management and the duplication of software products for these 

agencies.‖  The GAO (Government Accountability Office) says ‗implementing oversight and 

management of policies of federal software licenses is estimated to save up to $181 million tax 

dollars per agency per year or more than $4 billion tax dollars per year.‖



You going to the Jazz Fest? How many times have you been?  Do you take out-of-town friends or 

go with your local friends? Do you map out a schedule or just go with the flow?   New Orleans Jazz 

& Heritage Fest celebrates 46 years.  Big headliners:  Elton John, The Who, Lenny Kravitz, Tony 

Bennett & Lady Gaga, Jimmy Buffett, Keith Urban, Pitbull, John Legend, Chicago, Steve 

Winwood and more… not to mention the food, arts & crafts.  Outside of the fest, the economic 

impact felt throughout the city.  International recognition for the city, musicians, food &  culture. 

What are you doing this weekend? Jazzfest, Zurich Classic, Pelicans Playoff game, Navy week or 

something else?    Do all of these events compete against or enhance each other? And do these 

events inconvenience, rather than entertain you? **do you wait patiently or cut the line? if you‘re 

a waiter, do you call out a cutter or just seethe silently?

Are you attending Jazz Fest this weekend? Here is a list of the things you need to know when 

heading to the event.

Its official…Netflix will release a ―Full House‖ 13 episode reunion series that will feature the 

original cast members.  What shows would you LOVE…or HATE to see come back with the same 

people that were in the original version?

If we don't reform these three entitlement programs (Social Security, Medicare & Medicaid) the 

country will face a financial meltdown. All the U.S. has to do is look at the failed European welfare 

state to see where we're headed. To get it in control, Tanner says, "we have to reduce spending, 

reform entitlements and reduce the growing burden of government." By promising benefits to 

future generations the government has to find funds to make good on those promises.  These 

programs account for 47% of the federal budget and will continue to grow.  Then we can't forget 

Affordable Care Act that could add an additional $1.3 trillion to the deficit over the next 10 years.  

According to the Congressional Budget Office that figure will approach $1 trillion dollars per year.  

It's a perfect storm and a HUGE financial crisis looms in the distance.  

 Are you for or against keeping tax incentives for the film industry here? Angela takes a deep dive 

into Louisiana‘s film tax incentives and how to make the film industry here more viable with a 

better return on the state‘s investment.  Critics say the film industry here costs taxpayers four 

times the revenue it brings in.  Supporters say that doesn‘t take into account the trickle down 

spending effect by those who have well-paying jobs in the industry or the exposure the state gets 

that is directly impacting tourism Make a date with the legendary Angela Hill weekday afternoons 

1 to 4 on the legendary WWL! 

Film tax credits
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Could the new cap on the film tax credit program be unconstitutional?  The President of the 

Louisiana Film and Entertainment Association says it treats certain tax payers differently.  Is the 

bill good reform or endangering Hollywood South?  If you were Bobby Jindal…would you sign or 

veto it?  
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Can we  afford to lose an industry(film & television)  that gets so much postitive publicity for the 

state? A cap on film tax credits could kill Hollywood South and several Representatives are 

appealling to Governor Jindal to veto the bill to protect the local film industry.  They argue that 

thousands will be out of jobs and will lose their livelihood. The television & movie industry will 

pack up and leave.  Tourism leaders say people visit here after seeing locations in the movies.  

Actors, directors & production heads have bought homes here.  Mom & pop businesses that 

support the industry will go out of business.  It will have a trickle down effect.   Do we want to let 

another state take advantage of an industry that has served us well?  
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There are reports that ABC/Disney is putting a hold on new productions in the state after the cap 

on film tax credits.  

The impact of the new bill capping tax credits

State of the city, crime, welcome table, film tax credits, economic development and more

The movie industry is fighting back against the cap on tax benefits to people who invest in movies 

and the movie industry.  They say it‘s illegal and are suing to prove their point in court.  What 

message does this send to other industries?  
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When did you get your first credit card?  Did you use it responsibly or get yourself in trouble? A 

new survey shows more than one third of Americans between 18 and 29 have never had one.  

What‘s the appropriate age to get that piece of plastic?  What do you always or would never 

charge on a card?

Is living paycheck to paycheck about how much you make or how much you spend? New numbers 

show 1/3 of those making 75k or more a year live check to check while a fourth who earn 100 

thousand spend EVERYTHING they have.  Do you buy what you WANT or what you NEED? 

And is more expensive always better??
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 If an emergency came up, how much could you afford to pay?  A new poll says that almost half of 

Americans don‘t have $400 to cover an emergency expense.  Have you ever had to ask friends or 

family for help, or have you ever had to help someone out financially?  Did you expect to get the 

money back, or did you just consider it a gift? 

If you are a firefighter, are you concerned you won't get your retirement funds or you might get a 

reduced version of what you were promised?  If you are a tax payer, what do you think the 

solution should be?  If this were your pension fund, would you be able to survive without it upon 

retirement?  It is no surprise that the Firefighters Pension fund is on shaky ground after 

mismanagment and bad investments that tanked.  As of 2014 the Firefighters Pension & Relief 

fund is underfunded by about $393.7 million dollars. Now the city is struggling to find a way to 

shore up the fund and make it solvent long-term.  The Business Council  of New Orleans & The 

River Region along with Mayor Landrieu formed the Firefighters Pension Reform Working Group 

to study and recommend solutions that the City Council and Legislature can enact.  Monday night 

is the last public meeting, that is open to the public.  If you are a firefighter, what do you think 

should be done?  
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What‘s your favorite restaurant dat ain‘t dere no more?  Metairie loses two restaurants in 

Houston‘s and the Tiffin Inn…and do you eat at chains, or do you insist on local places?  And, 

what part of the city has the BEST eats?  

How long do you wait to throw out food?  A new study shows Americans waste $161.1 BILLION 

on wasted food every year.  Do you toss food as soon as it hits the expiration or best by date?  Does 

it depend on the food?  And what do you have in your fridge or pantry that should be thrown out?  

Some think St. Tammany officials didn‘t do enough to prevent the fracking ruling from 

happening.  What do you think? The 19
th

 Judicial Court ruled in favor of the Department of 

Natural Resources and Helis Oil & Gas against St. Tammany Parish when it comes to prohibiting 

or interfering with the state‘s ability to grant drilling permits. What does this mean?   The State 

has the authority  to issue a permit for the proposed fracking project in Mandeville.     



Has the public concern been given enough consideration in permitting controversial fracking in St. 

Tammany? What does this mean for Helis Oil?   What are their plans and when are they going to 

start?  What can citizens  expect to see under the exploratory drilling?
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The latest on the shooting in Texas at a Mohammad cartoon drawing contest.  Event organizers say 

this proves there is a war on freedom.  Do you agree or disagree?  Was the contest a stand for 

freedom or needlessly inflammatory?  Where does free speech end and endangering other people 

begin?  
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What will the future bring—more promise or more hopelessness?  Scarcely a day goes by without 

dire predictions of computer & robot takeovers, food shortages or environmental threats.  Do 

people who study the future agree or disagree?  

What will the Supreme Court do in the gay marriage debate?  Justices begin hearing arguments on 

whether same-sex marriage should be legal everywhere in the US.  Is growing acceptance a sign of 

progress or moral decay?  And, despite his opposition, Bobby Jindal says he‘d go to a gay 

wedding…would you?  

Do you agree with the Supreme Court that marriage is a fundamental right for gay couples?  In a 5-

4 decision, the Court legalized same-sex marriage throughout the land.  Is this good or bad for the 

country?  What was your first thought when you heard the news?  
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The Supreme Court ruled that same-sex marriages are legal in all 50 states.  Do you think the 

federal government should be involved in these issues or should it be left up to each state?  
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What is gentrification?  According to Merriam-Webster it's the process of renewal and rebuilding 

accompanying the influx of middle-class or affluent people into deteriorating areas that often 

displaces poorer residents.  Sounds familiar?  New Orleans has experienced 'genetrification' in 

several neighborhoods much to the dismay of its residents.  On the one hand, the influx of young 

entrepreneurs and professionals has given the city a feeling of hope in the future. But...on the other 

hand, the culture, amenities and spirit of these neighborhoods are being pushed aside for this push 

for progress.  Are you willing to give up the essence of your neighborhood if it means blight, 

eyesores and derelect properties are being renovated and lived in by people who transplant here 

from elsewhere?   
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Do you donate to a non-profit organization?  Are you looking for one to support?  Now's your 

chance...GIVE NOLA DAY on Tuesday, May 5th -is a one day community wide online giving 

campaign that benefits over  500 non-profits.  Last year $2.2 million was raised from 19,000 people.  

This year's goal is to raise $3 million.  Last year 100 cities around the country participated and 

New Orleans came in 4th for most dollars raised.  We also had the second largest number of gifts.  
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Grand Prix of Louisiana

If you love auto racing, don‘t miss the 3-time Indy500 champion…who also won ―Dancing with the 

Stars‖…HELIO CASTRONEVES…(HE-lee-oh  Catro-NAY-ves)
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Do Americans have an unhealthy ―fascination‖ with handguns?  That‘s what the Cleveland police 

chief thinks after a toddler accidentally shot and killed a 1 year old with an unattended gun.  He 

says ―nothing good ever happens‖ and they need to get guns out of the community… what do YOU 

think?  

Texas is set to pass a law that allows citizens to openly carry guns virtually anywhere.  

―Anywhere‖ might include college campuses.  Are guns in holsters a good idea for Louisiana?  
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Should we have guns in schools?  Texas recently legalized open carry on college campuses, and 

actor Vince Vaughn says that ―banning guns is like banning forks…to stop people from getting 

fat.‖  If you own a gun, is it for self-defense, hunting, fun…all of the above?  And do you agree 

with Vaughn that the purpose of the 2nd Amendment is to resist a corrupt government?

Should unclassified technical information about guns be government approved before posting 

online?  According to the NRA, a new proposed rule could change what gun owners could say or 

write online or face federal charges.  This proposed rule would dictate how information regarding 

defense and military technologies are shared and would regulate technical data on firearms, like 

blueprints, instructions, photographs and other information related to the production of guns and 

ammunition.  This information is commonly shared by gun enthusiasts online.

Between 300 and 310 million guns…that‘s the estimated number of guns owned by Americans.  

Even if you‘re FOR gun control, how in the world do you seize all those weapons?   If it‘s not 

possible, why the debate?   

How do they decide who gets a transplant organ?  A 17 year old Georgia boy who received a heart 

transplant was killed in a chase after fleeing police.

Have you ever taken part in diet program?  A new study says that only two programs are effective 

at helping people lose weight.  How do you keep your weight in check?  And, if you‘ve shed some 

pounds in the past, did you keep them off? 

A treatment that minimizes Alzheimer‘s, Autism, Parkinson‘s Disease and much more?  Those are 

the claims of doctors in a Louisiana clinic who use hyperbaric chambers.  Would you try a medical 

treatment that uses oxygen to cure or relieve major diseases?

Do you share a bed with someone, or do you sleep alone?  Researchers agree that partners who 

sleep less than an inch apart are far more likely to be happy than those who sleep farther apart.  

Do you like to be close, or do you need your space?  And when it comes to pets…do you let them in 

the bed?  



A new study of children at high risk of developing autism proves that VACCINES DO NOT 

CAUSE AUTISM.  Do you believe that or are you still opposed to mandatory vaccines for kids? If 

you ARE…WHY?
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Is taking testosterone replacement therapy safe?  Dr. Baum says yes if monitored on a regular 

basis.   Low testosterone is a common problem that affects 14 million men. Lethargy, loss of sex 

drive, erectile dysfunction, decrease in bone mass and risk of fractures and depression are all 

symptoms.  Diagnosis is as simple as taking the patient‘s history and a blood test. Why suffer in 

silence?   Call in with your questions.  The ‗Doctor‘ is in

A handshake says a lot about a person…but can it determine a person's overall health?  Research 

says YES!  What is your handshake saying about your health?

A handshake says a lot about a person…but can it tell you anything about someone's personality?  

Research says YES!  What does your handshake say about you?

Plan on losing weight for beach season?  Some say hypnosis was the key for them.  Do you believe 

hypnotizing someone could change their behavior? Have you ever been hypnotized or do you think 

it‘s all fake? 

Do you exercise or work out?  A new report says THREE QUARTERS of men and TWO THIRDS 

of women are overweight or obese.  Do you care how much you weigh?  If you don‘t work out, is it 

because you don‘t have the time…or an injury?  
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because you don‘t have the time…or an injury?  

Can an optical illusion test determine the condition of your eyes?  There's another optical illusion 

that is making its way across social media.  Depending on who you see, it could determine if you 

need an eye exam and glasses.  Do you see Einstein or Marilyn Monroe?  We've posted a link on 

Garland's homework page.  Call in and let us know.  

Isn‘t Obamacare supposed to make healthcare better?  An estimated 45,000 Louisianians would 

probably say it doesn‘t, that‘s how many people are going to lose or payback money when they pay 

their taxes because of Obamacare.  Would it be better for states to handle their own healthcare 

systems?  
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probably say it doesn‘t, that‘s how many people are going to lose or payback money when they pay 

their taxes because of Obamacare.  Would it be better for states to handle their own healthcare 

systems?  

What parts of Obamacare are working?  Despite the goal of reducing ER visits, three quarters of 

emergency room physicians say they‘ve seen an INCREASE in visits.  Has the Affordable Care Act 

made things better or worse, has it helped or hurt YOU?  And, when was the last time you had to 

go to the ER?  

Do we abandon or mistreat our elders? The United Health Foundation says Louisiana is dead last 

when it comes to Senior Health.  Do you know anybody that‘s older and struggling?  And are you 

worried that you‘ll be forgotten when you age and are least capable of taking care of yourself? 
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Is the Supreme Court about to gut Obamacare?   If so, where‘s the Republican replacement plan?  

And, will that help or hurt your family or business?  
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The Supreme Court upheld the nationwide tax subsidies under President Barack Obama's health 

care overhaul, in a ruling that preserves health insurance for millions of Americans. This means 

consumers in all states are eligible for Obamacare tax credits, even in states that rely on the federal 

exchange.   The Supreme Court held in a 6-3 decision that the Affordable Care Act authorized 

federal tax credits for eligible Americans living not only in states with their own exchanges but also 

in the 34 states with federal exchanges. "Congress passed the Affordable Care Act to improve 

health insurance markets, not to destroy them," Roberts wrote in the majority opinion. "If at all 

possible, we must interpret the Act in a way that is consistent with the former, and avoids the 

latter."  In a dissent, Scalia said "we should start calling this law SCOTUScare," referring to the 

two times the Court has saved the law.  Poll:  The Supreme Court upheld Obamacare.  Does that 

help or hurt your business or family?

Has Obamacare been a positive or negative for you, your family, or your work?  In a monumental 

ruling, the Supreme Court upheld the healthcare law once again.  Are you relieved or upset?  How 

have you been impacted since the law was passed?  And, do you think the justices overstepped in 

this case?  
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Since Henry Glover‘s death was reclassified as a homicide, do you think David Warren should be 

charged in his death?  Glover‘s family is pushing DA to  file charges, saying they want justice.  

Would charging Warren be justice?  
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What do you think about the proposed new facility the New Orleans Mission wants to build on the 

North Shore?  The Mission says it will give people the chance to get away from the hectic city life 

and that it will open up more space at the Central City location. What do you think of this effort to 

help combat homelessness?  If you live on the North Shore, how do you feel about it?   
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Has the housing market peaked in the Greater New Orleans area?  Experts say ‗yes‘ but there‘s 

still room to grow.  What‘s driving the market?  It‘s the job growth on both the North and South 

shores. The biggest problem is a shortage of homes in the $190,000 to $300,000 range. As far as 

housing prices, Real Estate Consultant & Economist,  Wade Ragas says, ―the run up in prices in 

Orleans is over 40% in 10 years which is much faster than incomes rose.‖  Affordability is still high 

in some areas.  High insurance costs add to the increase in costs to homeowners and renters.   
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How serious is the problem right here in our own back yard?  Do you know the difference between 

sex trafficking and prostitution?  Who‘s targeted?  How are they targeted?  And how do they get 

out?  Recently a 17 year old was rescued from a sex trafficking ring here in New Orleans.  It was a 

combined effort by State police, FBI, Homeland Security, local police, and community shelters.  A 

new study by Loyola University reports 14% of Covenant House homeless youth are survivors of 

human trafficking.  These at-risk kids experienced abuse, violence and trauma.  
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Are you ready for hurricane season?  Bobby Jindal declared that it‘s Hurricane Preparedness 

Week with the start of the season coming up.  Will you stay or evacuate?  Do you have a generator?  

And what lessons did you from Katrina 10 years ago that impacts how you plan today?

If you lost power during the last few storms, are you concerned about upcoming tropical storms 

and hurricanes?  Tell us what you experienced and get your questions and comments ready for the 

utility companies.  They're here to answer your questions. Find out what you can do to prepare for 

storms, too. Did you know the most frequent cause of outages is lightning?  Next is trees and limbs. 
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It‘s Hurricane season-Do you know what every homeowner needs to know about their insurance 

coverage from storm deductibles to flood insurance to taking a home inventory?  Also, let‘s talk 

insurance fraud.  If you think it doesn‘t affect you, think again.  According to the FBI it costs an 

average family between $400 -$700 a year.  If you suspect someone of insurance fraud, do you 

know what to do?  

St. Tammany Parish Update:  Hurricane preparedness. She would also like to talk about an 

upcoming event in Camp Salmen Nature Park in Slidell. The Commission on Cultural Affairs, 30 

by 90 Theatre in Mandeville, and Camp Salmen Nature Park will host a Shakespeare in the Park 

event on July 11 and 12. Called Shake and Stroll . She would also like to talk about the LADOTD 

Projects currently affecting traffic in St. Tammany Parish. Also, City Business reports that 

developers plan a $200 Million Business hub in Covington.

The Indy Grand Prix of Louisiana is coming to NOLA next weekend.
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Over 1,800 Louisiana bridges are structurally deficient.  At the same time we‘ve diverted $418 

million from state road and bridge projects to pay state police?  So…should cops chase crooks 

across a bridge? 
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Is it wrong to ―do it yourself and save‖ if the doing it yourself is fixing potholes and the saving is 

tires and cars? A couple of Uptowners have taken to fixing potholes themselves and the city wants 

them to stop. 
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The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development announces alternating lane and 

ramp closures for a $40 million repair project on Interstate 10 from French Branch Bridge to the 

West Pearl River Bridge, in St. Tammany Parish. How will this affect your commute time? What 

alternate routes should you consider? Maybe you can test the route this weekend.

Should the federal government pay to fix the streets in New Orleans?  The city is getting $10 

million from the feds for road repairs, but some say that‘s just a drop in the bucket.  Does DC have 

a duty to help?  Does every dollar count?  And, what streets need fixin‘?



If your flood insurance rates went up 18-25% a year, what would you have to give up to remain in 

your home?  The Flood Insurance Affordability Act has flood insurance rates increasing.  A 

surcharge of $25 a year for residences (primary) and $250 for rentals, busineses will be billed.  If 

you have had repetitive losses you might see a 25% increase.  Primary residence home owners 

could see an 18% increase yearly until they meet the property's full risk rate.  This is a federal 

program not a state program.  

Are all your insurance policies up-to-date?  Hurricane season starts June 1
st
.  When was the last 

time you looked over your insurance policies?  Is your policy limit enough to rebuild your home?  

Do you have an inventory of everything you own and how much its worth?  Does your policy have 

additional living expenses coverage?  What are your deductibles?  What disasters does your 

insurance policy cover? This is the time to make any changes.  Did you know you can‘t change 

your policy or get new insurance if there is a named storm in the Gulf?  Also, if you need flood 

insurance, policies take 30 days to go into effect.   Just what is covered under your homeowners 

insurance:  wind damage, flooding, etc?  What about auto coverage?  Do you have comprehensive 

auto for wind damage, flooding and falling objects?

What do you think of the agreement reached on Iran's nuclear program?  Will this help or hurt 

the Middle East?  What about the United States?

Are you for or against America agreeing to have Iran limit their nuclear program in exhange for 

removal of economic sanctions?  Opponants are concerned there is no way to inspect sites that are 

'covert and undeclared' making the region unstable.  Do you trust Iran to uphold the agreement 

that will keep them from producing a nuclear weapon?   
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What do you think of President Obama‘s deal with Iran?  Well, the Pope weighed in on it; and he 

hopes it would bring about a ―more secure‖ world.  If you didn‘t like the deal, does that make you 

reconsider at all?  And, is the Pope qualified to comment about it? 

Are you worried about ISIS attacks on U.S. soil?  The Director of the NSA says their ideology is 

―increasingly resonating‖ with Americans.  How big of a threat do you think this is?  How close to 

you…do you think an ISIS might be?  And, how can we combat it? 
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―increasingly resonating‖ with Americans.  How big of a threat do you think this is?  How close to 

you…do you think an ISIS might be?  And, how can we combat it? 

Who‘s to blame for ISIS?  As the terrorist group again gains ground in Iraq, some blame President 

Bush while others blame President Obama.  Do you agree with Bobby Jindal, who says it‘s because 

of Obama‘s ―weakness?‖  How big of a threat is ISIS?  

Should the US sent ground troops to fight ISIS?  Senator Lindsey Graham is calling for 10,000 

American soldiers in Iraq to help fight the terrorist group in, and polls show a majority of 

Americans would be okay with boots on the ground.  Should the US risk American lives, or would 

it be too risky to NOT send in troops?  
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Should the US do more to help Iraq battle IS?

Are you worried America is getting bogged down in another Vietnam?  450 additional troops are 

being sent to Iraq to combat ISIS, and now they‘re considering opening up new outposts close to 

the front line for ―lily pad‖ strategy.  Is this insane? Or just what‘s necessary to win? 
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Can ISIS be defeated without the U.S. going to war?  The answer is YES according to a recent U.S. 

– Islamic World Forum.  What‘s your position on ISIS - boots on the ground or not?  

Can ISIS be defeated without the U.S. going to war?  The answer is YES according to a recent U.S. 

– Islamic World Forum.  What‘s your position on ISIS - boots on the ground or not?  

Should US citizens allowed to negotiate with ISIS for hostages?  The White House has announced 

that they won‘t prosecute families who communicate and negotiate with terrorist groups to get 

their loved ones back.  Good move or dangerous precedent?

Jazz Fest update

Jefferson Parish Update

Do you work in the same city or parish where you live?  A top state official who makes $174,000 a 

year is generating some controversy because he doesn‘t live in Louisiana.  If you don‘t live in the 

same area where you work, how long is your commute? 

Do you know anybody who makes extreme jokes…that kinda make you uncomfortable…and 

worry about what lies beneath?

Have you served on a jury?  One Vermont man wanted to get out of jury duty so badly that he 

dressed up in a prisoner costume when he reported.  When you get the summons…do you dread it, 

or do you look forward to doing your civic duty?  And is it wrong to try and get out of serving?  

Is lethal injection really cruel and unusual?  Debate continues as the American Pharmacists 

Association issues a new policy urging its members to stop providing death penalty drugs.  Would 

it be better to use other methods, like Utah legalizing the firing squad?  Would that be more or less 

humane?

What‘s the most important budget issue you‘d like to see addressed in this session: higher 

education, healthcare, University Medical Center, TOPS, Cigarette taxes, tax incentives or NGO‘s 

(Non governmental organizations)?  The elephant in the room this session…the $1.6 billion dollar 

hole in the state‘s budget!   So…where does that leave University Medical Center, higher 

education, state employee‘s health insurance trust fund and more?  Seems so simple… ―stop 

spending more than you take in.‖ Let‘s take a closer look at the budget…what it is, what needs to 

be cut, and what needs to be amended.  

Never has there been a Louisiana legislative session where the predominant mission is where to cut 

the budget and eliminate many subsidies and business tax breaks.  What happens if your goodies 

get cut?  Will you be okay with ―smaller government?‖   
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One of the heroes of Katrina, GENERAL RUSSEL HONORE,  is gearing for another battle.  This 

time he‘s leading a green army in an attempt to avoid the fiscal storm coming from the Louisiana 

legislature.  Is the general‘s mission of environmentalism important to you when we‘re facing huge 

cuts to health and education?    
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Angela goes in-depth with State Treasurer, JOHN KENNEDY!   He‘ll talk teaching 

hospitals…state contracts with no oversight…and legislative update on the budget and higher 

education & health. Teaching hospitals used to generate revenue for universities. The  2010 health 

care law has changed that dynamic.  A recent study by Wall St. Journal stated that these hospitals 

are charging more because they are paying for research and handling extreme medical cases.  Now 

there is a shift…universities are distancing themselves from these hospitals  Isn‘t our University 

Medical Center a teaching hospital?  ALSO: Louisiana‘s state contracts lack oversight.  How much 

could the state be losing?  PLUS: Looks like higher education has been spared for another year but 

what about health care? It looks like Don‘t miss Angela Hill weekday afternoons 1 to 4pm on W-W-

L!

Will the state ever have enough money for coastal restoration?  Do you trust the state to protect 

and restore our coastal areas?  With the 5th anniversary of the BP oil spill coming up, attention 

will be turned to  the coast: restoration, protection, wildlife, fisheries, etc.  The state has a master 

plan for restoring, maintaining and protecting the coast.  The new director of the Coastal 

Protection & Restoration Authority, Chip Kline, gives Don an update on the current progress and 

funding for the plan.  

Are cigarettes the answer to draconian budget cuts now scheduled for Louisiana universities?  

Maybe, that depends on whether selling a big portion of Louisiana‘s future cigarette proceeds is a 

good idea.  Should we depend on the taxes from a product most are telling people NOT to buy?
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good idea.  Should we depend on the taxes from a product most are telling people NOT to buy?

Are you concerned the divorced rate is jumping back up?  With the economy improving, the 

number of people splittin‘ up has risen over 15%.  Do people stay together just because it‘s 

cheaper?  Would you rather be unhappy and have a bigger bank account or be happy with a 

smaller bank account?  Would you rather be married & comfortable or divorced and struggling 

financially?  And, do you think marriage is for everybody?  Would you recommend it? 



We are seeing a couple of pronounced marriage trends in the US.  More people than ever are 

NEVER getting married at the same time that record numbers are getting married more than 

once.  The Pew Research Center says almost 42 million adults in the U.S. have been married more 

than once, up from 22 million in 1980. The number of remarried adults has tripled since 1960, 

when there were 14 million.  Meanwhile, one-in-five adults ages 25 and older (about 42 million 

people) have never been married.

Facebook is increasingly contributing to divorce.  Divorce attorneys say they are seeing more and 

more cases where Facebook and other  social media come between spouses and leads to them 

divorcing.  Does social media hurt or help your relationship?

If you‘re married, when did you know your partner was the one? George Clooney recently talked 

about proposing to his now wife after dating for seven months. Is there a right amount of time 

before you should get hitched? And what about proposals? How did you or your significant other 

propose?

Why are almost all of America‘s mass shootings committed by young white men?  The most 

privileged caste seems to be the most indiscriminate killers.  Does anyone have the answer? 
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Should paid maternity leave be mandatory?  The U.S. is one of only three countries where it‘s not 

mandatory, along with Suriname and Papua New Guinea.  Mothers, did you have paid time off; 

and how long were you out after you gave birth?  And should dads get paternity leave?  

Memorial Day Events

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day Sales…what's a deal and what's not?  

Memorial Day

Could we prevent mass murders and lower crime rates with surgery?  Psychosurgeons are using 

lasers to burn away mental illness. No, it‘s not a lobotomy and success rates are relatively high.  

What if those inclined to mass murder could be identified and treated with lasers?   

Are President Obama‘s Middle East policies collapsing?  Are our allies in the Middle East like 

Saudi Arabia hurting more than helping?  Is there anything that would solve the quick sand of the 

Arabian wars?

Where do you draw the line between military strategy and humanitarianism? The President 

apologizes for a drone attack that accidentally killed two hostages who were secretly being held by 

Al Qaeda.  But should hostage holding ensure safety for terrorists or do hostages sometimes have 

to be sacrificed to get high level targets?

Should a Louisiana National Guardsman who died in a helicopter crash during a training exercise 

be buried in Arlington?  The Cemetery says he‘s not allowed to be since he wasn‘t active duty at 

the time.  I am OUTRAGED by this…are you?



Is raising the minimum wage a good idea?  A new report on the effects of raising the minimum 

wage to $12.25 says more than 25% of businesses worry about having to close…over half raised 

prices for consumers, and a third had to fire employees. Is it worth the negatives?  And are you 

willing to pay more so others can earn more?  

Who does a $15 an hour minimum wage help…and who does it hurt?  A new report according to 

Moody‘s says the minimum wage increase will particularly eat into restaurant profits.  If you own 

or work in a restaurant or in retail, would you want to see $15 an hour wages? And 

customers…would you want to pay more? 
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If you‘re a small business will you be able to survive if you have to pay a minimum of $10.10 an 

hour to your employees?  Or Do you agree that minimum wage should be $10.10 an hour?  The 

'Living Wage' law will be far-reaching.  It would affect New Orleans city vendors who would be 

forced to pay at least $10.10 an hour.  These vendors like: United Healthcare, Cox 

Communications, Verizon Wireless, JP Morgan Chase would be affected.  Non-profits like: 

Covenant House, Providence Community Housing and Goodwill would also be affected.  Local 

stores like:  Canseco‘s and Circle Foods would take a hit, too.  The increase is meant to keep full-

time workers from living in poverty.  Louisiana doesn‘t have a minimum wage law so federal 

minimum wage applies. It is currently $7.25 an hour. City Council member, Jared Brossett  weighs 

in .where and don't employ our workers.  The concept is to boost the wage floor because the state's 

law precludes the city from seeking minimum wage for local workers.  

Moms, do you want something practical or romantic for Mother‘s Day?  Americans are spending 

an average of $173 on Mother‘s Day, up $10 from last year. How will you spend the day?  And call 

and tell us why your mom is amazing.  
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and tell us why your mom is amazing.  

A mother's day story that will touch your heart.  

Do tax breaks for shows like Duck Dynasty mean less money for Louisiana colleges?  Governor 

Jindal is proposing large cuts to education but none for the film tax credit program while the 

House of Representatives passed a bill that would cap the money spent.  Would this kill Hollywood 

South?  And, do you know someone who has benefitted from the tax credits?  Did it make you 

change how you feel about it?  
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Should a gate be installed in the MRGO dam to allow tidal flow and safe marine passage?  There is 

a grass roots movement to get the Army Corps to install a gate at MRGO rock dam.  They argue 

that it has crushed the fish & seafood industries by preventing normal tidal flow and that it has 

presented a huge boating safety hazard while not providing coastal restoration or hurricane 

protection benefits.  
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Which era do you think had the biggest impact on the music industry:  rock of the 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s 

or hip-hop? Would you be surprised to hear that hip-hop had a greater impact on music than The 

Beatles-led British Invasion of the mid-60s, the synth-pop new wave of the mid-80s and even the 

alternative-grunge sound of the mid-90s? According to a new scientific study hip-hop is the genre 

that has had the biggest influence on music. What band or performer‘s music had the biggest 

impact on your life? A recent study showed that people generally stop listening to new music when 

they turn 33!  Is that you? Do you like any music that has come out in the last few years? B97‘s 

Jammer joins Scoot at noon

Does New Orleans have its budget priorities in order?  The City is paying for solar-powered trash 

cans to be installed in the French Quarter?  Really?  Is that money that could be better spent 

elsewhere?  Would you rather have solar-powered trash cans or a have a pothole fixed?
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What would happen if the courts held Mayor Landrieu in contempt?  A judge has ordered 

Landrieu and the city council to appear on contempt charges for not following court orders to pay 

firemen tens of millions of dollar in back pay.  Will they pay fines or face jail time for not spending 

money the city doesn't have?

What would happen if the courts held Mayor Landrieu in contempt?  A judge has ordered 

Landrieu and the city council to appear on contempt charges for not following court orders to pay 

firemen tens of millions of dollar in back pay.  Will they pay fines or face jail time for not spending 

money the city doesn't have?

The sparks are flying in the debate between firefighters and the city.  Firefighters are asking for a 

contempt charge against the Mayor and city council for failure to pay $75 million in back wages.  

The city is saying the firefighters have inflated their pension benefits and have overcalulated 

retirement benefits.  Either way the debate smolders and no amount of talking is putting out the 

flames.  If the city doesn't have the money, how are they going to pay the firefighters' pension?  If 

you are a retired, or about to retire, firefighter, what will you do without your pension?



A judge ruled that construction could resume of the new inmate housing facility?  Does New 

Orleans need a 1,400 bed prison when other states are downsizing?  Will the battle continue 

between Mayor Landrieu or Sheriff Gusman?  Was the order to halt construction on the brand 

new multi-million dollar lock up warranted…or a political move &  money grab?   Gusman‘s 

surprise request for $84 million new dollars didn‘t sit well with the mayor so he is pulled permits. 

Gusman says it‘s ―a political stunt to divert more than $50 million in FEMA funds it received to 

replace Katrina damaged jail buildings. Instead, it spent portions of that money on other, non-jail 

related projects. The city is jeopardizing public safety by making untrue statements and 

misleading the public solely because it wants to take these funds (and use them) to pay for other pet 

projects.‖   Will  the mayor and city council appeal the judge's decision?
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Is it time to audit all non-profits who receive taxpayer funding?  Recently the state did an audit of 

Alternative Living's use of $360,000 taxpayer funds to pay for:  Saints &  Pelicans season tickets, 

Caribbean cruises, Las Vegas trips, staffer's sons‘ college tuition, meals fuel and other 

questionable expenses.    Would it be cost effective to pay for audits with the savings?  
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Angela takes a deep dive into NOPD‘s manpower shortage.  Was it created by the police 

department or politicians who govern it?  And, is the question really that simple, or do 

circumstances get in the way?  An investigative report by WWL-TV‘s Michael Pearlstein is the 

catalyst for this conversation.  Emails retrieved from a public records request reveal former NOPD 

Superintendent Ronal Serpas warned that the NOPD would become an almost entirely ―reactive‖ 

police department.  Serpas warned the city about personnel shortages in the sex crimes unit, slower 

response times and inadequate French Quarter patrols, due to budget cuts.  At risk:  public safety, 

integrity and transparency.  What causes you greater concern, warnings by former Chief 

Serpas…or the City's response to them? 



After reviewing the emails, Raphael Goyeneche (President of New Orleans Crime Commission) 

concluded—―the emails reveal the public safety issue we‘re facing right now was not created by the 

police department, but politicians who govern the police department.‖  Michael Glaser with the 

Police Association of New Orleans said, ―this tells me…not who was in favor of hiring & who 

wasn‘t…but the destruction of this department has been deliberate, it has been calculated, it was 

predicted…and they now have exactly what they knew was gonna come.‖  Former Deputy Mayor 

& Homeland Security Chief Jerry Sneed expressed concern.  Andy Kopplin called Serpas‘ 

suggestions impractical & questioned whether Chief Serpas wasn‘t overstating his case.  And, 

Attorney Donvan Lavacarri said the emails revealed how politics can clash with policing.  Join the 

discussion with Goyeneche, Glaser, Livacarri …AND Mayor Mitch Landrieu.  
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Knowing the city was warned about the very things that has the public on edge  like:  rising crime 

rates, lack of patrols in the French Quarter and thousands of sex crimes and child abuse 

complaints, does the state of the NOPD concern you?  Former NOPD Superintendent Ronal 

Serpas, through emails, warned the city of:  personel shortages in the sex crimes unit, slower 

response times, and inadequate French Quarter patrols, due to budget cuts.  At risk:  public safety, 

integrity and transparency.  What makes you angrier: finding out now about the Chief's warnings 

or the City's response to them? 
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How can the New Orleans police department quickly educate and train officers to deal with the 

volatile climate of mistrust from the very community they protect & serve?   The Chief has been 

participating in national discussions with other big city chiefs and mayors about violence and 

murder reduction, the use of technologies like body cameras and sharing criminal justice data 

nationwide.  What are the key takeaways & action steps from these meetings?  One major concern 

has insufficient training. Chief Harrison also sent a few of our NOPD lieutenants to Baltimore to 

assist there.  What did they learn regarding officer training, readiness & protocol for dealing with 

protests, potential riots and volatile situations?



Do you think unarmed civilian patrols will help combat crime in the French Quarter?  20 members 

of NOLA Patrol hit the streets Monday.  Is it a good idea, or would the money have been better 

spent on NOPD?   Would YOU sign up…if there were citizen patrols in your neighborhood?

The French Quarter Task Force  has helped NOPD make a difference in reducing crime in the 

French Quarter.  Now they need more funding to keep it going.  Who should pick up the tab? 

Do you give to people begging for money on the side of the street?  Slidell Police arrested a 

panhandler and found $800 in cash in his pockets.  Do you think most people begging are truly in 

need or just faking it?  And, where do you see panhandlers most?  

Did you let your children have a sip of alcohol over the Easter weekend?  New research says that 

kids who had ―sipped‖ alcohol by the 6th grade are more likely to binge drink.  Should people wait 

until they‘re 21 before they have any alcohol? When did you have your first drink? 
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What would you do if you caught your kid breaking the law?  One Baltimore mom is becoming a 

sensation after tracking down her son when she saw him rioting and throwing rocks at the police.  

Would…or could you turn your child in if you knew they committed a crime?  What did YOUR 

parents do when they caught you doing something wrong?     

Are moms more important than dads? What special gift have you ever received as a mother? Have 

you ever given your mother a gift that turned out to be more special than you ever imagined 

possible?  Your relationship with your mother is probably the most important one 

(psychologically) in your life.   According to Dr. Deb Carlin, your self-image and self-worth come 

from her.  What do you think your mother would like to hear from you?  What's the one thing that 

you admire about your mom that you aspire to? 

Is there ever an excuse to leave a child in a locked car for ANY length of time?  A Jefferson Parish 

man is facing charges after leaving his 3 month old son for 40 minutes while he ran into a store.  

What should the penalty be when this happens?  And, could you EVER forget your child in your 

car?  

Is shaming someone a good punishment for bad behavior?  One dad takes parents who publicly 

shame their kids to task in a now viral video, saying he‘s not against discipline but he is against 

public humiliation.  Were you ever disciplined in front of others when you were a kid?  And is it 

ever appropriate for someone to tell you how to punish your children?  

Tough love or child abuse? That‘s the question being asked after a mother is arrested for making 

her son sleep outside on the patio for breaking his curfew? Should she have been taken to jail? 

What‘s an appropriate curfew for a teen? What was yours when you were younger?

Would shaming single moms help? Soon to be presidential candidate Jeb Bush says public shaming 

would be a way to keep women that aren‘t married from having children. Would it?  Should there 

be a stigma attached to having kids outside of marriage?  What other things have become 

acceptable that used to be taboo? 



Can you ever really control what your kids do?  The mother of Kaylan Ward, the 16 year old who 

was killed on I-10, says that ―this is what happens when you don‘t listen.‖ If your child is set on the 

wrong path, how do you get them back on track?  How do you react when your kid doesn‘t listen 

to you?

What are your kids doing over summer vacation?  If you‘re like many parents hanging out around 

the house or on the street aren‘t options.  NORD C has some wonderful programs for kids and 

adults alike.  NORD‘s programs not only enrich the lives of local youth they also change 

communities.  Their facilities help anchor and strengthen neighborhoods. It gives the community 

activities, a place to socialize, and a positive environment for growth.  Did you ever join a NORD or 

other parish recreation department summer program when you were growing up?  Joining Angela 

at 3, Chairman of NORD C (NORD Commission), Roy Glapion.  What was your experience?   

How do you talk to your kids about things like what happened in South Carolina?

Are kids better off being raised by two parents?  New research shows that only 36% of children in 

Louisiana are being raised by both of their biological parents, and now the Pope says that 

sometimes it‘s ―morally necessary‖ for parents to split up.  Were you raised by two parents or a 

single mom or dad?  And is it better for the kids if the parents split up? 
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Have you ever rescued an animal from a bad environment?  Butterbean, the dog that made 

headlines after a viral video showed him chasing his owner‘s truck, after being dumped at a gas 

station in Slidell, has a new home.  The Humane Society took a photo of Butterbean, who appears 

to smile as she rides in the back of her new owner‘s red car. Did you ever have the privilege of 

rescuing a pet?   Did a pet ever rescue you…if not physically, but emotionally?  Have you ever had 

to give up a pet?  Please call in and share your story. 

How can people be so cruel to animals?  A puppy is found on the streets of Laplace with its throat 

and mouth taped shut and two broken toes.  Would it be better to put whoever did that in jail or 

force them, under supervision, to work with animals?  Can somebody that messed up EVER 

change?



.  Have citizens become insensitive to the risks police take every day?  Has the pendulum swung the 

other way—where instead of respect first… there‘s suspicion first…of police officers?  Does the 

general public presume police ―guilty‖ because of a few bad cops or bad decisions, or do you 

believe most still get the benefit of the doubt? Sheriff Newell Normand furiously defended his 

officers at a press conference yesterday, when reporters questioned the death of Desmond Willis, 

an Algiers man killed in a shootout with deputies on Manhattan in Harvey.   Norman said ―Black 

lives matter‖…‖all lives matter‖…but said Desmond Wilson (who shot at deputies & was killed) 

was a drug dealing gangster…a thug.  He said ―I‘ll be damned if this office will be impugned.  65 

rounds were fired in the shootout… it was by the grace of God that no deputies or citizens were hit 

in the melee.  Somebody innocent could have gotten killed.  Why aren‘t we talking about the fear of 

the families of my deputies that have to say goodbye to their husbands and wives every day for fear 

that they‘re not going to come home alive?‖  Sheriff Norman appealed to the community to take 

action & call 911 anonymously or ‗innocent people will die if the violence connected to drug 

dealing continues.‖  If you witnessed or knew about a crime, would you report it?  Should the 

criminal record of those involved in police altercations be made public?  (The victim’s family said 

he was a good kid, who didn’t own guns and was not a drug dealer, who was playing the role of a 

rapper in the video that was released by the sheriff’s office.  The sheriff’s office says the 9mm pistol 

investigators say was used to shoot at the officers seems like the same gun in the video.  He also had a 

.380 caliber pistol on him and $00 in cash.  In the car there was 228 grams of marijuana, rounds of 

ammunition for  9mm, .380 and AK-47.  A search warrant for a storage unit yielded more drug 

paraphernalia.)  

How are police gonna do their jobs knowing they‘ll get videotaped, could get charged with murder 

or at the least…hurt on duty?  And, regardless of what they try to do they run a big risk of legal 

problems, prison problems or physical harm?  When crime is committed and social media delays 

the law…and innovation fails…is the next step anarchy?  
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6 Baltimore police officers have been charged in the death of Freddie Gray.  What are the legal 

implications?  Attorney and legal analysis Tim Meche joins us to discuss.  

We‘ll bring you the latest and continue the conversation on the fatal shooting of two Hattiesburg 

police officers.  If you or someone you know is a cop, do incidents like this make you worried?  Do 

police officers get the respect they deserve?  Has the current climate affected how they go about 

their daily jobs?

We‘ll bring you the latest and continue the conversation on the fatal shooting of two Hattiesburg 

police officers.  If you or someone you know is a cop, do incidents like this make you worried?  Do 

police officers get the respect they deserve?  Has the current climate affected how they go about 

their daily jobs?

Is it EVER okay to run from the police?  A campaign in Atlanta encouraging people to not run 

from the police is suspended after a city councilmember claims it sends the message that it‘s wrong 

to run from police.  Crazy, or does she have a point?  



Will police body cams protect civil rights or violate privacy rights? When should they turn the 

camera on?  Should images like a suicide or domestic violence be made available to the public? 

There are a lot of concerns out there over privacy and protection.  With so many police 

departments going to body cameras these concerns are being brought up for discussion.  How can 

the police record a scene  and not violate the rights of victims? 

Were Texas police justified in their physical response to a disturbing the peace call at a pool party? 

One cop is put on leave, and some are saying the officers only reacted the way they did because the 

teens were black. Do you think race played a part? And, is it about excessive police response or 

people who just won‘t do what the cops tell them to do? 

In another move that has raised eyebrows and questions, Bobby Jindal's recently removed upper 

level staff, are relocating to Iowa.  Why?  To start structuring a team to launch his presidential 

campaign.  Does this surprise you?  Now, how much attention do you think he's going to pay 

during this upcoming legislative session?  
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the budget, coastal restoration, the latest on the Iran nuclear deal, the bipartisan Medicare deal, 

and everything else that‘s happening  in Washington and  in Louisiana. 

Do you like any candidate running for President?  Senators Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, and Mark 

Rubio have lined up on the Republican side while Hillary Clinton tossed her hat in the ring for 

Democrats.  Who would you love to see in the White House…who would you hate to see…and 

why?

Who's happier:  Conservatives or Liberals?   A recent study shows conservatives report a greater 

satisfaction with life but liberals show more happiness. They smile more and use more positive 

body language.  Which are you and who is happier? What makes you happy?

Is the government waging war on the American people?   A world-renowned constitutional & 

human rights expert says it is—a Government of Wolves.  He‘s not talking Republicans or 

Democrats, but warrantless searches, prosecutions of government whistleblowers, and the rule of 

an emerging American police state.   

Are you an R, a D or an I?  Secretary of State Tom Schedler says the fastest growing groups of 

registered voters are independent or no-party.  Are you fed up with the bickering between 

Republicans and Democrats?  Can you REALLY make a difference or are the traditional parties 

far too powerful to change? 
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Obama and republicans together against the Democrats?  Could a congressional miracle be at 

hand?  The Obama haters and the president apparently agree over a new trade policy involving 

the Asian-Pacific region, while Democrats vehemently disagree!  Are we dreaming? 



Could Hillary Clinton‘s campaign for the oval office be over before it really gets started?  The 

joining of mortal enemies (Fox, New York times and the Washington post) to investigate charges of 

financial wrongdoing by Mrs. Clinton and her husband suggest a REAL  problem for the Clinton 

campaign.  Is this the end or just politics as usual?    Don‘t miss, JAMES CARVILLE, co-author of 

Love & War AND Tulane professor of Practice, Political Science.
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joining of mortal enemies (Fox, New York times and the Washington post) to investigate charges of 

financial wrongdoing by Mrs. Clinton and her husband suggest a REAL  problem for the Clinton 

campaign.  Is this the end or just politics as usual?   

Do you trust politicians?  Bill Clinton defends their foundation, saying nothing ―sinister‖ was 

going on and people are just trying to take the foundation down.  As the number of candidates for 

president grows, can put your faith in any of them…or do you think they always have an ulterior 

motive?  Do you have a favorite already?  

Legislative Update!

Have you ever contacted a state legislator to express your opinion on how he/she should vote on a 

specific bill?  C B Forgotston reported that $500 million in tax increases were passed 

unconstitutionally that were slipped past the constituents!  How did this happen?  He said the 

HOuse passed 10 bills raising your taxes.  Here's what you weren't told:  "Only 5 of the 10 bills 

received the constitutionally required two-thirds vote.  It means if challenged in court, those tax 

increases will be eliminated.: This could happen at any time after bills become law.  There is no 

prescription on challenging the constitutionality of a state law.  This year or 5 years from now, the 

taxes can be challenged and the state will be indebted to the taxpayers for up to $500 MILLION."

Does it matter if a presidential candidate is married or not?  Some are raising concerns over 

whether Americans would vote for Lindsey Graham, who is a bachelor.  Is that a ridiculous 

concern, or do you think the President needs to be a family man or woman?  And married 

people…what are some things that single people don‘t get?

Does Bobby Jindal care about Louisiana?  The Governor set the date when he‘ll announce his 

presidential plans in a couple weeks while the state still faces a large budget gap, and the 

Legislature is struggling with Jindal‘s ―no new taxes‖ pledge.  Does he have the best interests of 

YOU in mind…or the best interests of Bobby Jindal?  
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Does it matter how a politician handles their personal finances? Marco Rubio says the New York 

Times is attacking him for not saving enough and buying sailboats and leasing luxury cars.  Do you 

have to run your personal finances frugally in order to manage the country‘s budget properly?

Let‘s recap the legislative session.  What did lawmakers accomplish, and what did they fail to do or 

kick down the road?  Is Louisiana better or worse off than before?  



Is there anything wrong with criticizing people in the same political party?  As Jeb Bush throws his 

hat into the ring, Mitt Romney calls for GOP candidates to obey Ronald Reagan‘s 11th Command-

ment and not attack other Republicans.  Can you compete & not attack?  And, if you were Jeb 

Bush …would you distance yourself from your last name…or embrace it?   

Who are the da winnas and da loozas from this past legislative session? Here's how Clancy sees it:  

in the winnas' column:  higher education; healthcare, Democrats' wins: "Strengthened domestic 

violence law, saner marijuana laws, a higher cigarette tax, killing the 'paycheck protection' bill and 

killing the anti-gay "religious freedom" bill;  Public sector unions, Common Core suporters, 

marijuana reform advocates, Louisiana's LGBT community, local governments and Grover 

Norquist.  The looza column includes: Gov. Bobby Jindal, big business, Louisiana family forum, 

Republicans, Common Core opponents, smokers, the solar industry , the film industry , car buyers 

and the next governor.  Does your winnas and loozas list look like Clancy's?  What did you think 

about his session?  Did your legislator impress or depress you?

The session ended and many bills are sitting on the Governor's desk waiting for approval or veto.  

Let's break down where we stand on: the budget, higher education, earned income tax credit, 

economic development, transportation , the justice system & coastal issues.  

Can polls be trusted?   A recent poll showed Bobby Jindal 9
th

 in a 16-candidate presidential race.  

The very next day he was nowhere to be found.  Ever been polled?  And, let‘s take our own, if the 

election was today – who gets your vote…and why?  

Would you go swimming at Pontchartrain Beach if it reopened?  The Lake Pontchartrain Basin 

Foundation wants to reopen the beach to the public, without the amusement park, though.  Would 

you take your friends or family? And, what other New Orleans institutions would you want to see 

brought back?  

Who‘s the more serious Presidential candidate:  Donald Trump…or Bobby Jindal?  Governor 

Jindal is expected to throw his hat into the ring Wednesday, and most polls have Trump polling 

twice as well as Jindal.  If you had to choose between the two, who would get your vote?    
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Jindal is expected to throw his hat into the ring Wednesday, and most polls have Trump polling 

twice as well as Jindal.  If you had to choose between the two, who would get your vote?    

Parts of the Patriot Act expired last night.  Are you glad?  Or, if you're not hiding anything, does 

NSA surveillance bother you?

Are you okay with spy cams on the roadways enforcing laws or is this 'Big Brother' abusing citizen 

rights? There are more license plate readers employed by state and parish law enforcement than 

ever. Proponents say it helps solve crimes exponentially while opponents say the government 

knowing where and when we are traveling in vehicles and using or even abusing that information 

without first obtaining a warrant is a scary invasion of personal privacy.   Earlier this week the 

legislature is attempting to pass a law allowing license plate information to catch uninsured 

motorists.

Second Harvest Food Drive
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What is your impression of public housing?  Prior to Katrina, just the mention of public housing 

invoked images of poverty, crime & decay.  What started out as temporary low income housing 

became multi-generational tenements.  These units were meant to be a temporary home until the 

families got on their feet.  Somewhere along the line a shift happened and temporary housing 

became permanent housing not just for the original tenant but anyone else the tenant had living 

with them.  The cost to them-zero or very little.  The cost to the taxpayer...untold!  The layout and 

design of the buildings proved to be a nightmare as the buildings deteriorated, the property not 

maintained properly and residents' safety disregarded.  They became dangerous crime and drug 

havens.  The checks and balances that originally weeded out any bad tenants were gone and not 

replaced as the properties and times changed.  Then Katrina and the levees breaking happened.  

The four major housing projects were demolished and new stylish mixed income housing was built.  

With the new developments came changes to the program.  Who can reside in the complexes?  

What is the criterion to be a resident?  What will they have to pay?  What is that based on?  What 

are the rules?  Are they enforceable?  Who will manage the complexes?  
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Have you ever had a scare with an 18-wheeler?  A new report says that big rig tires can only 

handle 75mph, and many drivers go faster than that.  Would you ever drive an 18 wheeler?  And if 

you‘re a truck driver, what‘s something everybody should know to make us all safer?

A woman and her child end up in a canal after she caused a wreck because she stopped to let a 

turtle cross the road. Was stopping for the animal a dumb or decent thing to do? What‘s your first 

thought when you heard the story? And, have you ever had to swerve to miss hitting an animal? 

A woman and her child end up in a canal after she caused a wreck because she stopped to let a 

turtle cross the road. Was stopping for the animal a dumb or decent thing to do? What‘s your first 

thought when you heard the story? And, have you ever had to swerve to miss hitting an animal? 

ATM safety tips



Have you ever stopped to help a stranded motorist or been helped by a Good Samaritan?   Have 

you ever broken down on the road? With kids out of school and summer vacations starting more 

and more people are hitting the road.  What can you do to prevent a breakdown and what can you 

do if you have one?   We have had several fatalities recently of people who got out of their cars 

either because their car was disabled or they stopped to help another stranded motorist.  The most 

common reasons for vehicle breakdowns:   75% are tire related problems like:  blowouts, flat tires 

or loss of tire tread.  The remaining 25% Engine overheats or cuts off and won't start and being 

locked out of vehicle.  Each year AAA receives 30 million calls for assistance. That‘s only a fraction 

of the breakdowns.  PLUS:  

Do the canals in Metairie need guard rails?

The internet can get you fired.  The internet can get you death threats.  The internet is now a 

vehicle for public shaming.  But, is our addiction to hurting others, also hurting US?   a book about 

it--So You've Been Publicly Shamed.   
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vehicle for public shaming.  But, is our addiction to hurting others, also hurting US?   a book about 

it--So You've Been Publicly Shamed.   

What‘s your first thought when I tell you that a barbecue joint is holding a ―White Appreciation 

Day?‖  Now, when I tell you the joint is owned by two Hispanic men, does that change your 

opinion?  The two owners are giving white customers a 10% discount and hope it makes people 

think differently about race.  Do you think it‘s a good or bad idea?  

Should the head of the Spokane NAACP chapter resign after lying about her race?  The 

controversy continues swirling around Rachel Dorezal as her brother now joins the chorus of 

critics.  Can you identify with a race that you‘re not born as?  And is this about race or about 

lying?
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controversy continues swirling around Rachel Dorezal as her brother now joins the chorus of 

critics.  Can you identify with a race that you‘re not born as?  And is this about race or about 

lying?

Should President Obama have used the n-word?  In a discussion about race and racism, the 

President used it, and said the country hasn‘t been cured of the legacy of slavery.  Is there a double 

standard when it comes to the n-word?  And do you think slavery is still affecting us today? 

Is it ever okay to snoop on your partner?  According to one study, 62% of men admitted to going 

through their significant other‘s phone; and 31% of people say they would dump someone who did 

it.  Would you break up with your partner because of that?  And be honest…have you ever 

snooped…or been snooped on?  

Do you go to church every week, every month, or just on certain days?  If you only go on big days 

like Easter and Christmas, why?  Can you be close to God without going to church? 

Do you go to church every week, every month, or just on certain days?  If you only go on big days 

like Easter and Christmas, why?  Can you be close to God without going to church? 

Passover starts this evening

Is the proposed religious freedom bill in Louisiana the equivalent of a ―heterosexuals-only‖ sign?  

That‘s what one state representative thinks, saying moral and religious people do not discriminate?  

Do you agree?  And is it fair to compare it to the Civil Rights movement?



Is the proposed religious freedom bill in Louisiana the equivalent of a ―heterosexuals-only‖ sign?  

That‘s what one state representative thinks, saying moral and religious people do not discriminate?  

Do you agree?  And is it fair to compare it to the Civil Rights movement?

Does religion or spirituality make you happier? Research shows kids who believe in something, 

even if it‘s not in organized religion, have higher grades and are generally happier. How do you 

talk to your children about God and religion? If you and your partner believe different things, how 

do you handle that?

Do you need ANY religion to be close to God?  A new poll shows a drop in the number of people 

who identify as Christians, particularly Catholics.  Are organized religions about leading you to 

the afterlife or controlling what you do in this one?  Plus how did you determine which religion 

was the one for you?  

Do your religious beliefs condone discrimination?  A pair of bills up for a committee vote at the 

Louisiana Capitol today are both controversial and deal with gay rights.  The author of the so-

called "Religious Freedom Bill" says it protects people who oppose gay marriage as well as those 

who support it from persecution by the state. Opponents say it would make discrimination part of 

the law.  The other measure under consideration is designed to protect gays, lesbians and those 

who are bisexual or transgeder from employment and housing discrimination.  Analysts say both 

face an uphill battle.Bills on social issues can spark and divide communities and this session has its 

share of them. There are several bills on the table that we're watching…Mike Johnson's HB 707 

"Religious Liberty"  bill which allows businesses(because of their religious beliefs) to deny benefits 

or services to same sex couples and their families & Austin Badon's HB 612 which offers 

protections from discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression 

in the fields of employment, housing, education, finance, public accommodations and criminal 

justice. 

Is there a war on religion in this country?  A lance corporal in the Marines was court-martialed for 

refusing to obey an order to take down a Bible verse from her workstation.  Do service members 

lose their right to freely express their religion?  And, do you have any public displays of your 

religion at your office?   

Wait a minute…I thought the Pope was infallible?  Pope Francis says global warming is real & 

you‘re sinning if you contribute to it.  Now he says if you work in the weapons industry or invest in 

them, you‘re not a Christian...maybe even a communist.  Really?  Is that you?  

What makes you return to your favorite restaurant:  the food, atmosphere, service or location?  

Once again New Orleans‘ restaurants are being honored by the prestigious James Beard Awards.  

Restaurateurs, chefs and bars that got a finalist nod include: Outstanding restaurateur, JoAnn 

Clevenger of Upperline…Outstanding Service--Restaurant August …and Katie Casbarian, co-

owner of Arnaud's (Arnaud's French 75 Bar-nominated).  What sets these restaurants apart?  

What is their inspiration?  How do they stay competitive in a city of world-class food?  How 

important is service to the success of a restaurant?   We‘ll talk to the finalists!  
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Are you heading for the hot seat when you retire or the easy chair? New studies indicate those still 

working are much more worried about their golden years than those already retired.  What about 

you?  And do you ever think you‘ll have enough money to live a decent lifestyle to quit working 

forever? 

Do you trust ride-sharing companies to abide by local laws & regulations? Amidst concerns about 

Uber entering the market here without being under the same regulations as taxi companies, the 

City Council voted 4-2 to allow ride-sharing companies into New Orleans.  Neither side is 

completely happy with the decision.  Taxi companies say the ride-sharing companies are not being 

held to the same standard as taxi & limo companies.  Ride-sharing companies say the insurance 

requirements are prohibitive and could keep them from entering the market.  Whose side are you 

on?
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Do you feel safe in America?  For the first time a major poll shows that almost 50% of Americans 

say the Obama administration has made the U.S. less safe.  Do you agree? 
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Gotta be a joke, right…a worldwide shortage of sand?!?  A shortage that‘s causing war, over a 

product we need to get oil.  Nope, this sand shortage no joke.  Garland will tell you why you should 

care, as the experts tell us what to do about it. 
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Is there a double standard when it comes to female teachers having inappropriate relationships 

with male students?

2 more children under age 10 have come forward with allegation of sexual abuse on a Jefferson 

Parish school bus.  How do you warn children about the unthinkable?   Don‘t miss it when Angela 

goes deep with a grandmother who blew the whistle and a social worker from Tulane.
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Is the smoking ban in New Orleans hurting business?  Harrah‘s says that revenue from slot 

machines is down 20% just since it went into effect, and now they‘re asking to cut 400 jobs.  If 

you‘re in favor of the ban, does this change your mind?  
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Should smoking be banned in ALL Louisiana Casinos?  The latest revenue report indicates profits 

are down for New Orleans gambling establishments but up in general.  Can non-smoking casinos 

compete with casinos where you can smoke?
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Have you ever heard of Catfishing on social media?    There is a scam now called 'catfishing.'  

Someone steals photos from another person's social media site and posts them as their own.  They 

use the photos to set up a fake identification to trick people into an online relationship or 

friendship.  Now a couple is warning parents about posting pictures of their children.  A scammer 

used a photo of their 3 year old daughter to meet girls on line.  The scammer was using their 

daughter as bait.  He claimed he was a single father with an adorable girl named Emily.  The 

parents said the profile photo is of their daughter.  Do you post your kids' photos on social media? 

Where‘s the line between free expression on social media & making a threat?  The Supreme Court 

threw out a Pennsylvania man‘s conviction for Facebook threats.  Have you or someone you know 

ever been concerned about someone else‘s post?  

Should social security benefits be tied to how much money you have?  Chris Christie wants to cut 

benefits for people who earn over $80,000 a year and eliminate them entirely for those making over 

$200,000.  Does that just reward those who don‘t save and spend all their money while punishing 

those who are responsible?  

Should we revamp social security?  Governor Chris Christie wants to.  Some experts give his plan 

failing marks but applaud his attempt.  They say he‘s one of few who admits entitlements including 

Medicare, Medicaid and Obamacare are unaffordable.  What if you get no social security, or less 

than you put in?  
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than you put in?  

Shooting in South Carolina

Shooting in South Carolina

When you watch the video of the police shooting in South Carolina, do you see a cop defending 

himself or a cop committing murder?

We‘ll continue our conversation about the officer-involved shooting in South Carolina.  With the 

recent scrutiny over police interactions with the community…would you EVER be a cop?  If you 

are an officer or you know someone who is, how do these stories make you feel?  

How do police keep or gain community trust with all these high profile shootings?  When you see 

the video of the South Carolina police officer shooting, what are your first thoughts?  Does it make 

you 2
nd

 guess encounters with police?  Do you trust the men & women in blue?  

How do police keep or gain community trust with all these high profile shootings?  When you see 

the video of the South Carolina police officer shooting, what are your first thoughts?  Does it make 

you 2
nd

 guess encounters with police?  Do you trust the men & women in blue?  

Was Darren Sharper‘s sentence too light?  He agreed to 20 years behind bars, and he‘ll appear in 

federal court on Monday.  Should he have gotten more?  If you were the judge, what would you 

have sentenced him to? 



Are you catching Pelicans fever, or have you had it all along?  Let‘s talk Pels at Trailblazers… then 

the final matchup with the Spurs at home.  Do the Pels get the respect they deserve around the 

league…and here at home?  And, besides Anthony Davis, who‘s your favorite?
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Your reaction to the Pelicans/Spurs game.  Are you happy with the performance of the team, coach 

Monty Willaim…GM Dell Demps?   Will our community ever be as excited about Pelicans 

basketball as we are about Saints football?

Your reaction to the Pelicans/Spurs game.  Are you happy with the performance of the team, coach 

Monty Willaim…GM Dell Demps?   Will our community ever be as excited about Pelicans 

basketball as we are about Saints football?

Is what good for the Terps good for the Tigers?  The University of Maryland is considering selling 

beer and wine at their home football games. Should LSU? And would it lead to more…or less 

people getting drunk at football games? 

Okay Pelicans fans—we wanna hear from you! One game under our belt against the best team in 

the NBA—do you believe the Pels can bring down the #1 seed? Can spirit push a team over the 

edge, even if they don‘t matchup on paper? 

How difficult is the Saints 2015 schedule?  Upon further review, how do you like their chances?  

And what games do you enjoy going to more…noon Sunday, late Sunday, Sunday night or 

Monday night?  Or, do you rather stay at home? 

Upgrades are planned to the Mercedes Benz Superdome and the Smoothie King Center with Tom 

Benson picking up more than half of the $40 million cost.  Good deal or not?  And what would you 

change about EITHER facility?  

Upgrades are planned to the Mercedes Benz Superdome and the Smoothie King Center with Tom 

Benson picking up more than half of the $40 million cost.  Good deal or not?  And what would you 

change about EITHER facility?  

Saints schedule & the upcoming draft

Let‘s talk Pelicans playoff game 4.  The Pels lost the game to the Warriors (109-98) AND lost the 

series.  They‘re OUT till next year.  Are you satisfied that the Pels went to the playoffs?  What 

were your expectations going in…then post-season?

Saints draft needs and wants, can they accomplish getting both in this year's draft? With 9 picks is 

this team rebuilding or not? Loomis says no what do you say?

The NFL draft starts Thursday night!  Do the Saints need to address offense or defense more?  

Should they get somebody to help protect Brees? Somebody Drew can throw to?  What about a 

pass-rusher?  And, will you get a jersey for one of the new players?  

How would you grade the Saints after the first round of the draft? Are you excited, or do you take 

a wait-and-see approach? After the first night…what do the Saints still need to tackle? 

Is boxing dead? There‘s a lot of hype for the Floyd Mayweather and Manny Pacquiao fight this 

weekend. Will you watch? Is it too violent, or is that why you love it? 

Saints General Manager Mickey Loomis-press conference 10am-       pre-draft Mickey Loomis gives his pre-draft press conference at 10am.  We‘ll go live to Saints camp with sideline 

reporter Kristian Garic…and instant reaction from Bobby Hebert and Deke Bellavia.  The Saints Draft begins



Who are the favorites for the Kentucky Derby? Does anybody have a shot at the Triple Crown this 

year?

Are you happy with the Saints 1st round draft choices?  Who would you like to see them go after in 

round 2 & 3?  How do you see the team shaping up based on the 1st round picks?  Draft recap 

from Thursday night and looking ahead to Friday & Saturday 

Now that it's all over, how would you grade the Saints draft?

Now that it's all over, how would you grade the Saints draft?

Did you watch the Mayweather/Pacquiao fight or the Kentucky Derby?  Is boxing or horse racing 

dead, or does it still have a place?

Are you a Saints season ticket holder?  The wait list sits  at over 77,000.  If you have ‗em, where are 

your seats and how long have you had them?  If you‘re on the waiting list, what would you give to 

move up to #1?  And, Who Dats, which of the new Saints are most excited to see?

Would you sign La‘el Collins?  Police have repeatedly said he isn‘t a suspect, yet the potential first 

round offensive guard went undrafted.  Is it too risky since the investigation isn‘t over? Or is it too 

risky to pass on such a talent? 
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The report on Deflate-gate is out, and it says that it's "more probable than not" that Tom Brady 

knew people were deflating the balls.  What punishment, if any, should the Patriots get?  Is this 

worse than Bounty-gate?

The report on Deflate-gate is out, and it says that it's "more probable than not" that Tom Brady 

knew people were deflating the balls.  What punishment, if any, should the Patriots get?  Is this 

worse than Bounty-gate?

From what you know now, has La‘el Collins gotten a raw deal?  A paternity test proves that 

Collins wasn‘t the father of the baby, and he also passed a polygraph test.  Have you ever suffered 

because something you were suspected of wasn‘t true, and did it work out in the end?  

Are tax exemptions  for the NFL and other central offices of 'for-profit' organizations deserved or 

examples of 'corporate welfare?'  The NFL said it was ending it's tax -exempt status.  According to 

the Washington Post, "Since 1942, America‘s biggest sports empire has qualified as a 501(c)(6) non-

profit, the same designation given to business leagues, trade groups and organizations like the 

American Medical Association. Central bodies for hockey and golf, the National Hockey League 

(NHL) and The PGA Tour, also file as nonprofits, because the tax code says they work to promote 

their industries, not as for-profit enterprises."   

Was the Deflate-gate post punishment too light, too harsh, or just right?

Did the Pelicans make the right move in firing Monty Williams?

As the search begins for a new head coach to replace Monty Williams, what are YOUR 

expectations for the new guy?  Is making the playoffs the new standard?  And is just making them 

enough, or is it the Finals or bust?  

Pelicans General Manager Dell Demps press conference about the firing of Coach Monty Williams 



LSU Baseball is ranked #1 on every poll and have a real shot at regional and national tittle. 

 Heading into final weekend of regular SEC play  we'll  recap the season, look ahead to 

championship prospects and talk about specifics like pitching weakness, etc. Jim Hawthorne is 

retiring after 32 years as the Tigers voice. Any word on his replacement?

The NFL owners are meeting starting today.  One of the hot topics... is it time to get rid of the extra 

point or change it to make the play after a touchdown more exciting? Background: One of these 

proposals, submitted by the Patriots, calls for the line of scrimmage to be moved from the 2-yard 

line to the 15-yard line on extra point field goal attempts, thus making them more difficult, at 33 

yards. Teams still would take two-point conversion attempts from the 2-yard line under the rule. 

The other two proposals present variations of New England‘s call to change the PAT. A proposal 

presented by the competition committee also would allow the defense to be awarded two points if it 

recovers the ball and scores a touchdown, while Philadelphia Eagles submitted a proposal calling 

for the ball to be placed on the 1-yard line instead of the 2 for two-point conversion attempts. All 

three proposals will require a vote from at least 24 of the 32 owners to pass

NFL owners today invite cities to bid on future Super Bowls.  The last time New Orleans put in a 

proposal, the city lost a bid for the first time ever.  With other teams and cities building new 

stadiums, is New Orleans going to be left out?  Can the Crescent City host the biggest games in 

sports again without building a new stadium?  Meanwhile the league has decided to move the extra 

point kick from the 2 yard line to the 15.  Do you think that will make the game more exciting?

Why does the NFL insist on new stadiums?  As New Orleans prepares its Super Bowl bid, the 

Saints have a waiting list of 70 thousand plus. Is the demand for new stadiums really about the fan 

experience?  And is a Super Bowl location about the stadium…or the city its played in?  

Which new Saint do you expect the most from?   Which part of the Saints game needs to improve 

most?  Which position battle do you want to see?  Is this a prove it year for Saints defensive 

coordinator Rob Ryan?  

How are will LSU make it in the College World Series?  Will they beat Lehigh today?

Is football or any sport just for guys?  The first ever all-girls tackle football league is underway, 

and Louisiana has its first female high school football coach.  Would you let your daughter play 

tackle football, or is it too risky.  Ladies …do you wish you had the opportunity to play when you 

were younger?  

Is football or any sport just for guys?  The first ever all-girls tackle football league is underway, 

and Louisiana has its first female high school football coach.  Would you let your daughter play 

tackle football, or is it too risky.  Ladies …do you wish you had the opportunity to play when you 

were younger?  

LSU baseball heads into the NCAA regional today against Lehigh Universtiy. The Tigers are 

ranked #1 nationally and #1 in their reginoal, do they have IT this year to win it all?

The Pelicans have hired Alvin Gentry to be the new head coach! Does Gentry have what it takes to 

bring a championship to New Orleans?  Was he the right hire?

Should the courtroom for the Benson legal proceedings be open to the public?

How is the road to Omaha looking for LSU?



When it comes to the Benson family feud how do you think the outcome will turn out? The trial to 

determine whether Saints and Pelicans owner Tom Benson is competent to make important 

decisions regarding his franchises started today.  Benson's heirs are asking that the 87-year-old be 

declared mentally unfit to manage his affairs. Last week a judge ruled that the proceedings were to 

be closed to the public. Did the judge make the right decision?  How would you feel about your 

dirty little family secrets made public? 

Benson legal proceedings

Did the Saints make the right move in giving Cam Jordan a big contract extension, or should they 

have waited to see how he played this year?

Benson legal proceedings

How excited are you about the Battle on the Bayou—LSU Tigers vs ULL Ragin Cajuns in the 

NCAA Super Regional?  If you‘re going, how much were your tickets?  If you wanna go, how 

much would you pay?   

Belmont Stakes…can American Pharaoh win the Triple Crown?

LSU wins their Super Regional match-up!

Benson legal proceedings

LSU heads to Omaha! Their first game is against TCU on Sunday afternoon

LSU got shellacked by TCU yesterday…can the Tigers bounce back on Tuesday?

LSU/TCU game yesterday.

LSU looks to bounce back against Cal State Fullerston in a must-win game today

It‘s all over except locking the jail cell door.  Darren Sharper pleaded guilty to raping three women 

here in New Orleans. They were the first of 9 women in 4 states who Sharper has admitted to 

drugging and raping. Sharper received a 9-year plea deal when charged with being a serial rapist.  

D.A. Leon Cannizzaro said, ―No one is above the law,"  Did the sentence fit the crime?  Did he 

receive rich man celebrity justice or real justice? 

Tom Benson was declared legally competent and won his court battle.  

PLUS:   St. Tammany Parish President, Pat Brister, tackles the parish‘s latest issues and answers 

your questions about traffic congestion & highway construction,  the status of fracking and much 

more.   
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Is the Louisiana legislature going to make the big cuts to health and education?  Some say it‘s too 

politically dangerous and they‘ll wait till next year.  Others think the big axe is coming.  Should it 

be delayed, or should we take our medicine now?   



LSU administrators are preparing for a possible bankruptcy.  Many of the legislature‘s ideas on 

solving the $1.6 billion budget deficit are not going to work.  Legislator‘s learned that many of 

their main ideas would not produce revenues until next year.  The revenues would not reduce this 

year‘s deficit.  With that revelation LSU announces a bankruptcy back up plan.  Is this just a game 

of chicken or a real possibility?  
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The state's higher education and health care are hanging in the budget crisis balance in the 

legislative session.  Would they be on the chopping block if the state had received $2.4 billion 

dollars the oil & gas industry were exempt from paying in taxes since 2008?  
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As the legislative session winds down, the state is still facing a big budget gap. How much further 

can they 'kick the can' down the road?  

Mayor Landrieu delivers his State of the City address.   We want yours.   If you live or work in 

New Orleans, what‘s your assessment?  From pot holes to police to permits…what gets an A 

…what needs help or a complete overhaul?

Mayor Landrieu delivers his State of the City address.   We want yours.   If you live or work in 

New Orleans, what‘s your assessment?  From pot holes to police to permits…what gets an A 

…what needs help or a complete overhaul?

What‘s your reaction to Mayor Mitch Landrieu‘s State of the City speech?  Do you agree with his 

assessment, and what did he leave out?  If you live in the city, what‘s the best part…and what‘s the 

biggest issue.  And if you don‘t live in New Orleans…give us the State of Your Community.  

Would you be okay with a higher gas tax if meant better roads?  Some state lawmakers are floating 

the idea of raising the gasoline tax by four cents.  Would you pay more if it meant saving LSU, 

UNO, and other universities? 

Should the death tax go away? The House votes to repeal the estate tax…is that a good or bad 

move? And when it comes to leaving an inheritance, will you? Or do you plan on spending it on 

you since it‘s your money? 

How much is TOO much to raise Louisiana‘s cigarette tax?  A legislator, who smokes, thinks a 

buck and a half a pack is the right amount?  Do you?  Are smokers being unfairly singled or just 

covering what they cost the state?

Are you for or against a flat tax?   Those who are ‗for‘ it say it‘s fair, simple and would eliminate 

most of the IRS bureaucracy.  Those who are ‗against‘ it say it‘s not progressive or fair; the rates 

cannot fund the government and would hurt lower middle income groups while benefitting the 

rich. 

Is raising the cigarette tax a good idea?  Will it leader to more revenue?



A Louisiana Senate committee today takes up the House-passed bills stripping tax breaks from 

businesses in the state to help fill the massive budget hole.  Is this the solution to the budget woes?  

Is it fair to hike taxes on businesses that started or moved here because of the tax friendly 

environment? Background: The Senate Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Committee will discuss today 

the revenue generating bills that were approved by the House. The lower chamber passed 11 bills 

that would increase revenues by 615-million dollars. The tax bills up for consideration in the 

Senate would reduce tax breaks businesses currently enjoy, there‘s also legislation that scales back 

the film tax and solar tax credit programs in addition to higher tobacco taxes. 

Should businesses have to shoulder 75% of the burden of revenue (tax) increases that were decided 

by the legislature during this session?  The business community is very concerned about what 

transpired at the legislative session.  The session didn‘t address long-term changes that the state 

needs like: lower and simplified taxes; improvements to tax incentives, credits and rebates; and 

empowering higher education management boards to make decisions like costs of tuition.  They 

also managed to damage job creation programs.  If you own a business, how did the decisions at 

this session impact your business?  
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A car recently traveled 3,500 miles by itself.  There was a driver, but he never touched the wheel.  

Google, Audi and Mercedes Benz  also have this capability.  What's remarkable…just how easy the 

trip was made.  Is the future of the robo-car now?  Would you use one?   

A car recently traveled 3,500 miles by itself.  There was a driver, but he never touched the wheel.  

Google, Audi and Mercedes Benz  also have this capability.  What's remarkable…just how easy the 

trip was made.  Is the future of the robo-car now?  Would you use one?   

No more texting and driving.  That's a real possibility because a Louisiana inventor came up with 

an app that shuts down your phone if when you hit a predetermined speed.  Would you use it? 

 Would you insist your teenager use it?  

What's trending in news, sports and social media? 

The CEO of Tesla motors says he will have a totally self driving car on the road by next year.  Can 

he do that when the legal, political and monetary affects of a self-driving car has not been 

addressed?  Would you buy one?

A recent study shows that at an average of 8 seconds the human attention span is now less than 

that of a goldfish but we have become much better at multi-tasking. Are we too preoccupied with 

digital technology?

Been hiding in your house in the dark to avoid…TERMITES?  The swarms are out.  Are they just 

a nuisance or can they damage your home?  Plus is there anyway to protect yourself.  And…have 

you ever had termite damage to your house?  How bad was it?  



Do you think there are terrorists inside the U.S. right now?  An incident in Boston that left one 

man dead and another arrested raises concerns about homegrown terrorists who were radicalized 

by ISIS.  How big of a worry is this?  And, have we made the government‘s job tougher to stop 

those attacks?  

Did China hack the federal government?

Do you worry that a terrorist attack could happen here?  THREE terrorists attack in three 

different countries thousands of miles from each other leave dozens dead and even more wounded.  

Was this a concerted attack?  If it was, how do we prevent attacks on US soil? 
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different countries thousands of miles from each other leave dozens dead and even more wounded.  

Was this a concerted attack?  If it was, how do we prevent attacks on US soil? 

Tip or skip?  Who do you tip and how much?  Who asks for tips or puts out tip cups that makes 

you upset?   Do you dine out or eat in on Easter? 

Some legislators want to limit Tops while the Governor says ―leave it alone.‖  Whose side are YOU 

on?  What has TOPS done for you?  And is TOPS an investment or an entitlement? 
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Some legislators want to limit Tops while the Governor says ―leave it alone.‖  Whose side are YOU 

on?  What has TOPS done for you?  And is TOPS an investment or an entitlement? 

Have you ever gone to court to handle a traffic ticket?  New Orleans Traffic Court has a new 

policy forcing people to pay their full fine or go to trial, and the City says it‘s not about revenue 

but consistent enforcement. Do you buy that, or is it all about the dollars?  And, should plea deals 

be easy for traffic citations…if you do the crime, should you pay the whole fine?  

Would you have a problem with a transgender person using the same restroom or locker room as 

you?  That‘s one of the issues facing Caitlyn Jenner at her country club.  Which bathroom should 

transgender people use, or should there be a third one for anybody to use?

What's trending in news, sports and social media? 
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TSA failures

The new hospital is still underfunded. What now?  Can New Orleans afford to have a billion dollar 

black eye if the funding doesn‘t come through for University Medical Center?   LCMC Health 

agreed to run the $1.1 billion dollar University Medical Center for the state.  The opening date was 

moved from May to August.  LCMC says it needs an additional $88 million dollars to open and run 

the hospital.  LCMC said in a news story on Friday that if it‘s not funded as they requested they 

might have to rethink their partnership with the state. Where do you think the money should come 

from?  



 DID YOU KNOW:  the UMC sits on 70 acres with the new V.A. hospital on one side and the 

University Medical Center on the other?   6 teaching schools are affiliated:  LSU, Tulane, Dillard, 

Xavier, SUNO and Delgado?  This cutting edge hospital will have a Level 1 Trauma Center & a 

leading edge cancer program.  And, did you know the combined medical centers are expected to 

have an annual $1.26 billion dollar economic impact and create more than 19,700 jobs?  Let‘s talk 

about the most exciting thing to happen to our city, state & region since the Superdome & the 

Convention Center…and how New Orleans is poised to set the standard for excellence in 

healthcare! 

WHAT??? A Republican controlled house and senate and we haven‘t begun to close the border?  

39,000 children by themselves crossing into America, while at the same time,  tens of thousands of 

families are making it into the U.S. illegally.  Should we face it?  Both parties are lying to us. The 

U.S. border can‘t be closed?  
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It's the largest recall in US history... one in four cars have airbags the government says can injure 

or kill people when shrapnel flies if the bags deploy.  Is your vehicle on the list?  How do you get it 

fixed if you are on the list?

What‘s the most miles you‘ve put on a car, and what‘s the quickest you‘ve traded one in?  

Consumer Reports came out with their list of the best cars to make it to 200,000 miles.  Have you 

ever made it that far?  And when it comes time to get a new vehicle, what‘s your strategy?  

Veteran Homelessness

Veteran Homelessness

Why would anyone, let alone hundreds of people watch a woman being raped and do nothing?  

That‘s what reportedly occurred during spring break in Panama City Florida.  Have we, as a 

society, always been this way or are we getting numb to violence?  If so, why? 
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would you pay more property taxes to reform Orleans Parish Prison & keep libraries in Orleans 

parish operating…or to improve drainage, enhance flood protection & lower flood insurance in St. 

Bernard?   Angela goes in depth about why you should vote in Saturday‘s election with Janet 

Howard, President & CEO of BGR (Bureau of Governmental Research).  In the midst of Jazz Fest, 

Navy Week and now Draft Fest…there are important issues on the ballot in parishes across 

Southeast Louisiana.  In Orleans Parish it's for law enforcement district and property taxes for  

libraries and for St. Bernard it's the levee district.  Do you get out and vote when only local issues 

are on the ballot?  Are these issues important enough for you to get out and vote?

Tomorrow is election day in Orleans parish.  One important issue on the ballot-- New Orleans 

Public Library Proposition.  "YES" for NOLA libraries is asking for your support -- a new 

property tax that would help the city's libraries survive and grow.  



Should controversial issues be up to the voting public, or should Congress and the Supreme Court 

handle it?  Ireland held a national referendum on gay marriage, and it passed with flying colors.  

Would you want to see nationwide votes on topics like same-sex marriage, abortion, marijuana 

legalization and others?

How close is America to a new war?  U.S. warships are monitoring Iranian warships on their way 

to the war in Yemen.  U.S. military suspects the Iranians are trafficking weapons to Yemen rebels 

who some feel are threatening Saudi Arabia.  So what does monitoring do?  Can we stop them?  
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to the war in Yemen.  U.S. military suspects the Iranians are trafficking weapons to Yemen rebels 

who some feel are threatening Saudi Arabia.  So what does monitoring do?  Can we stop them?  

How do you feel about this weather we‘ve been having?  Do you love the rain and storms, or do 

you crave the bright sunshine?  What‘s the perfect weather to you?  

Severe weather coverage-heavy rains, strong winds, street flooding, power outages
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Did the severe weather that moved through the area affect you, your home or business?   Call and 

tell us how it impacted your day…your family…and if you‘re still dealing with the aftermath.  

Did the severe weather that moved through the area affect you, your home or business?   Call and 

tell us how it impacted your day…your family…and if you‘re still dealing with the aftermath.  



The Coastal Master Plan diversions will sacrifice saltwater resources and the people & businesses 

that rely on them in favor of future wetland restoration, should the state go forward as planned?  

Supporters of the diversion plan have acknowledged that 'this will economically harm some 

commercial fishermen and they realize that the evironmental and economic benefits of diversions 

will be spread throughout coastal Louisiana for generations to come.' We'll hear from the 

Mississippi River Delta Coalition, who wrote the letter to concerned citizens of Louisiana,  and 

then hear from the Save La. Coalition (fishermen and concerned citizens).  One thing they'll both 

agree on, there is no easy solution to this problem.  Louisiana's coast must be saved, restored and 

protected.  The question on the table-- at what cost? 
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Are you friends with the people you work with?  Over 40% of people say they don‘t have time to 

be nice at the office.  Have you ever worked at a place where people didn‘t get along?  And, can 

your boss also be your friend?  Do you consider YOUR boss a friend?  

WTC redevelopment- What‘s the plan for the building that sits on prime turf at the foot of Canal 

Street & the river?  We‘ll talk to the Four Seasons team about their $364 million dollar design for 

the vacant, riverfront tower owned by the City of New Orleans.  It reportedly includes a 350 room 

Four Seasons Hotel with 76 hotel-serviced condos… AND 2 wings on the sides of the building 

including a visitor attraction.  

What's a CZO and why is it so important to the City of New Orleans?  CZO (Comprehensive 

Zoning Ordinance) is part of the overall Master Plan for New Orleans.  Neighborhood groups have 

been working diligently to correct some major flaws in the draft.  Some of their concerns:  towers 

in historic neighborhoods, restaurant regulations, eliminate Article 5- which would allow some  

developments to be exempt from restrictions like: use, parking, floor area ratio, signage and more.  

If there is a concern in your neighborhood, do you take action or speak out?
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Do you have any issues with your neighborhood's zoning?  Comprehensive Zoning Ordindance 

(CZO) will be voted on next Thursday. This new CZO is 'the first overhaul of the city's zoning law 

in four decades.'   Since the flooding after Katrina, the footprint of New Orelans needed to be 

revised and restructured.  Where  should they allow rebuilding and renovation?  How do you 

preserve the integrity of a neighborhood's culture and get in step with progress with an eye to the 

future?  The vote next Thursday is critical for each neighborhood.  It will determine the look, the 

feel, the texture of the fabric of your neighborhood.  
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Would you back a lawsuit by your neighborhood association to block the city‘s zoning laws to 

protect the essence of your community?  That‘s what the Faubourg Marigny Improvement 

Association is doing.  The City‘s new zoning law would allow residential buildings along the 

riverfront to be built higher than neighborhood groups agreed upon.  The association says that this 

would cause ‗severe changes‘ to their neighborhood and the amendment that was put in at the last 

minute should be negated because it didn‘t go through a hearing process with the City Planning 

Commission and public comment.  The CZO (Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance) was 

unanimously approved by the City Council  recently after hours of discussion and dozens of last 

minute amendments.   Faubourg Marigny Neighborhood Association says the principle of the 

Master Plan was violated by the Council because structures would exceed the 25 ft. height limit.  

Do you agree with the neighborhood association about wanting to preserve the essence of their 

community?  
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6-24/ 50:00:00

6-25/ 50:00:00

6-26/ 50:00:00

6-29/ 50:00:00

6-25/ 50:00:00

6-25/ 50:00:00



4-7/ 50:00:00

4-7/ 50:00:00

4-7/ 50:00:00

4-7/ 50:00:00

5-27/ 10:00:00

5-27/ 50:00:00

5-27/ 50:00:00



5-27/ 50:00:00

6-3/ 50:00:00

6-26/ 50:00:00

4-3/ 10:00:00

4-3/ 10:00:00

4-8/ 20:00:00

4-8/ 20:00:00

4-21/ 20:00:00

4-21/ 20:00:00

4-21/ 20:00:00

6-11/ 20:00:00

6-29/ 10:00:00



4-3/ 50:00:00

5-12/ 50:00:00

4-3/ 10:00:00

4-6/ 20:00:00

4-6/ 20:00:00

4-7/ 10:00:00

5-13/ 10:00:00

5-13/ 10:00:00

5-19/ 10:00:00

5-20/ 20:00:00



5-20/ 20:00:00

5-26/ 10:00:00

6-15/ 10:00:00

6-15/ 10:00:00

6-24/ 20:00:00

6-24/ 20:00:00

6-25/ 10:00:00

4-13/ 20:00:00

5-14/ 50:00:00

5-14/ 10:00:00

6-19/ 10:00:00

6-12/ 10:00:00

4-1/ 20:00:00

4-9/ 50:00:00

4-14/ 20:00:00



4-14/ 20:00:00

4-15/ 20:00:00

4-15/ 20:00:00

5-15/ 50:00:00

4-17/ 50:00:00

4-8/ 20:00:00

4-8/ 20:00:00

4-17/ 10:00:00



5-19/ 50:00:00

5-20/ 20:00:00

5-21/ 10:00:00

6-25/ 20:00:00

6-25/ 20:00:00

6-25/ 20:00:00

5-8/ 10:00:00

5-25/ 10:00:00

5-25/ 10:00:00

5-25/ 10:00:00

5-25/ 20:00:00

5-25/ 20:00:00

6-29/ 50:00:00

4-9/ 50:00:00

4-24/ 10:00:00

6-5/ 10:00:00



4-14/ 10:00:00

6-15/ 10:00:00

6-15/ 20:00:00

6-15/ 50:00:00

5-8/ 10:00:00

5-8/ 10:00:00

5-8/ 20:00:00

5-11/ 20:00:00

5-11/ 20:00:00



5-1/ 50:00:00

5-1/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 50:00:00

4-8/ 10:00:00

4-8/ 10:00:00

4-28/ 20:00:00

4-28/ 20:00:00

4-28/ 50:00:00



6-29/ 20:00:00

6-29/ 20:00:00

6-5/ 20:00:00

6-5/ 20:00:00

4-29/ 50:00:00



4-29/ 50:00:00

4-29/ 50:00:00

4-29/ 50:00:00

4-29/ 10:00:00

5-5/ 50:00:00



5-18/ 10:00:00

5-18/ 50:00:00

6-2/ 10:00:00

4-6/ 20:00:00

4-6/ 10:00:00

4-29/ 10:00:00

5-8/ 20:00:00

5-11/ 10:00:00

6-5/ 20:00:00

6-9/ 10:00:00

6-11/ 10:00:00



6-15/ 10:00:00

6-17/ 50:00:00

6-19/ 10:00:00

6-25/ 10:00:00

6-25/ 10:00:00

6-4/ 30:00:00

6-11/ 10:00:00



4-15/ 50:00:00

4-29/ 20:00:00

4-29/ 20:00:00

5-1/ 50:00:00

5-12/ 10:00:00

5-12/ 20:00:00

5-18/ 10:00:00



5-22/ 10:00:00

6-9/ 10:00:00

4-6/ 20:00:00

4-6/ 20:00:00

4-8/ 50:00:00

4-14/ 10:00:00

4-17/ 50:00:00

4-20/ 50:00:00

4-22/ 10:00:00

4-22/ 20:00:00

4-23/ 50:00:00



4-27/ 20:00:00

4-28/ 20:00:00

5-5/ 20:00:00

5-13/ 50:00:00

5-15/ 50:00:00

6-3/ 20:00:00

6-4/ 10:00:00

6-4/ 10:00:00

6-10/ 20:00:00

6-12/ 10:00:00



6-16/ 10:00:00

6-18/ 50:00:00

6-22/ 50:00:00

6-24/ 50:00:00

5-19/ 10:00:00

6-24/ 10:00:00

6-24/ 10:00:00

6-1/ 20:00:00

6-12/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 5:00:00

5-8/ 10:00:00

5-8/ 5:00:00



6-26/ 50:00:00

6-26/ 50:00:00

4-6/ 10:00:00

5-1/ 20:00:00

5-1/ 20:00:00

5-27/ 10:00:00



6-9/ 50:00:00

6-16/ 10:00:00

4-7/ 20:00:00

4-7/ 20:00:00

5-11/ 10:00:00

6-16/ 10:00:00

6-16/ 10:00:00

6-23/ 10:00:00

5-27/ 20:00:00

4-3/ 10:00:00

4-3/ 10:00:00

4-3/ 10:00:00

4-15/ 20:00:00



4-15/ 20:00:00

4-20/ 10:00:00

5-13/ 10:00:00

5-19/ 50:00:00

6-1/ 10:00:00

6-23/ 50:00:00

4-2/ 50:00:00



4-2/ 50:00:00

4-2/ 50:00:00

4-2/ 50:00:00

6-10/ 10:00:00

4-16/ 50:00:00

4-16/ 50:00:00

4-16/ 20:00:00



4-16/ 20:00:00

4-8/ 20:00:00

4-8/ 20:00:00

4-13/ 10:00:00

5-19/ 50:00:00

5-19/ 50:00:00

5-19/ 50:00:00

5-19/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 20:00:00

5-7/ 20:00:00

6-10/ 10:00:00

6-10/ 20:00:00



4-10/ 50:00:00

6-2/ 20:00:00

4-15/ 10:00:00

4-22/ 20:00:00

4-22/ 20:00:00

6-17/ 10:00:00

6-18/ 10:00:00

4-8/ 10:00:00

4-9/ 10:00:00

4-9/ 20:00:00

4-9/ 20:00:00

4-6/ 10:00:00



4-14/ 10:00:00

4-14/ 20:00:00

4-16/ 10:00:00

4-16/ 10:00:00

4-16/ 10:00:00

4-20/ 10:00:00

4-22/ 20:00:00

4-23/ 10:00:00

4-23/ 10:00:00

4-24/ 50:00:00

4-27/ 10:00:00

4-29/ 20:00:00

4-29/ 20:00:00

4-30/ 10:00:00

5-1/ 10:00:00

5-1/ 10:00:00



5-1/ 10:00:00

5-1/ 20:00:00

5-4/ 10:00:00

5-4/ 10:00:00

5-4/ 10:00:00

5-5/ 10:00:00

5-6/ 20:00:00

5-6/ 20:00:00

5-7/ 10:00:00

5-7/ 10:00:00

5-8/ 20:00:00

5-8/ 20:00:00

5-12/ 10:00:00

5-12/ 20:00:00

5-13/ 10:00:00

5-14/ 10:00:00



5-15/ 50:00:00

5-18/ 50:00:00

5-20/ 50:00:00

5-22/ 10:00:00

5-29/ 10:00:00

5-29/ 10:00:00

5-29/ 20:00:00

5-29/ 20:00:00

5-29/ 50:00:00

6-1/ 10:00:00

6-1/ 10:00:00

6-1/ 20:00:00



6-1/ 30:00:00

6-2/ 10:00:00

6-3/ 10:00:00

6-3/ 10:00:00

6-5/ 10:00:00

6-5/ 20:00:00

6-8/ 10:00:00

6-12/ 10:00:00

6-12/ 20:00:00

6-15/ 20:00:00

6-15/ 10:00:00

6-16/ 10:00:00

6-17/ 10:00:00

6-19/ 10:00:00

4-24/ 50:00:00

4-24/ 50:00:00

4-24/ 50:00:00

4-24/ 50:00:00

4-20/ 50:00:00



4-23/ 20:00:00

4-23/ 10:00:00

4-30/ 50:00:00

4-30/ 50:00:00

6-10/ 10:00:00

5-28/ 10:00:00

5-28/ 10:00:00

5-29/ 10:00:00

4-10/ 10:00:00

4-20/ 10:00:00

4-21/ 10:00:00

4-21/ 50:00:00

4-27/ 20:00:00



5-18/ 50:00:00

6-16/ 50:00:00

6-16/ 50:00:00

4-7/ 20:00:00

4-7/ 20:00:00

4-7/ 20:00:00

4-7/ 50:00:00

4-13/ 50:00:00

5-15/ 50:00:00

5-22/ 10:00:00



6-4/ 10:00:00

6-8/ 10:00:00

6-29/ 20:00:00

6-29/ 20:00:00

4-3/ 50:00:00

4-23/ 10:00:00

4-23/ 10:00:00

4-23/ 10:00:00

5-27/ 10:00:00

6-3/ 10:00:00

4-1/ 60:00:00

4-1/ 60:00:00

4-1/ 60:00:00

4-2/ 50:00:00

4-2/ 50:00:00

4-2/ 50:00:00

4-3/ 50:00:00

4-3/ 50:00:00

4-6/ 50:00:00

4-6/ 50:00:00

4-6/ 50:00:00

4-7/ 50:00:00

4-7/ 50:00:00

4-8/ 50:00:00

4-8/ 50:00:00



4-8/ 50:00:00

4-9/ 50:00:00

4-9/ 50:00:00

4-9/ 50:00:00

4-10/ 50:00:00

4-10/ 50:00:00

4-10/ 50:00:00

4-13/ 50:00:00

4-13/ 50:00:00

4-13/ 50:00:00

4-14/ 50:00:00

4-14/ 50:00:00

4-14/ 50:00:00

4-15/ 50:00:00

4-15/ 50:00:00

4-15/ 50:00:00

4-16/ 50:00:00

4-16/ 50:00:00

4-16/ 50:00:00

4-17/ 50:00:00

4-17/ 50:00:00

4-17/ 50:00:00

4-20/ 50:00:00

4-20/ 50:00:00

4-20/ 50:00:00

4-21/ 50:00:00

4-21/ 50:00:00

4-21/ 50:00:00

4-22/ 50:00:00

4-22/ 50:00:00

4-22/ 50:00:00

4-23/ 50:00:00

4-23/ 50:00:00

4-23/ 50:00:00

4-24/ 50:00:00

4-24/ 50:00:00

4-24/ 50:00:00

4-27/ 50:00:00

4-27/ 50:00:00

4-27/ 50:00:00

4-28/ 50:00:00

4-28/ 50:00:00

4-28/ 50:00:00

4-29/ 50:00:00



4-29/ 50:00:00

4-29/ 50:00:00

4-30/ 50:00:00

4-30/ 50:00:00

4-30/ 50:00:00

5-1/ 50:00:00

5-1/ 50:00:00

5-1/ 50:00:00

5-4/ 50:00:00

5-4/ 50:00:00

5-4/ 50:00:00

5-5/ 50:00:00

5-5/ 50:00:00

5-5/ 50:00:00

5-6/ 50:00:00

5-6/ 50:00:00

5-6/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 50:00:00

5-8/ 50:00:00

5-8/ 50:00:00

5-8/ 50:00:00

5-11/ 50:00:00

5-11/ 50:00:00

5-11/ 50:00:00

5-12/ 50:00:00

5-12/ 50:00:00

5-12/ 50:00:00

5-13/ 50:00:00

5-13/ 50:00:00

5-13/ 50:00:00

5-14/ 50:00:00

5-14/ 50:00:00

5-14/ 50:00:00

5-15/ 50:00:00

5-15/ 50:00:00

5-15/ 50:00:00

5-18/ 50:00:00

5-18/ 50:00:00

5-18/ 50:00:00

5-19/ 50:00:00



5-19/ 50:00:00

5-19/ 50:00:00

5-20/ 50:00:00

5-20/ 50:00:00

5-20/ 50:00:00

5-21/ 50:00:00

5-21/ 50:00:00

5-21/ 50:00:00

5-22/ 50:00:00

5-22/ 50:00:00

5-22/ 50:00:00

5-26/ 50:00:00

5-26/ 50:00:00

5-26/ 50:00:00

5-27/ 50:00:00

5-27/ 50:00:00

5-27/ 50:00:00

5-28/ 50:00:00

5-28/ 50:00:00

5-28/ 50:00:00

5-29/ 50:00:00

5-29/ 50:00:00

5-29/ 50:00:00

5-29/ 50:00:00

6-1/ 50:00:00

6-1/ 50:00:00

6-1/ 50:00:00

6-2/ 50:00:00

6-2/ 50:00:00

6-2/ 50:00:00

6-3/ 50:00:00

6-3/ 50:00:00

6-3/ 50:00:00

6-4/ 50:00:00

6-4/ 50:00:00

6-4/ 50:00:00

6-5/ 50:00:00

6-5/ 50:00:00

6-5/ 50:00:00

6-8/ 50:00:00

6-8/ 50:00:00

6-8/ 50:00:00



6-9/ 50:00:00

6-9/ 50:00:00

6-9/ 50:00:00

6-10/ 50:00:00

6-10/ 50:00:00

6-10/ 50:00:00

6-11/ 50:00:00

6-11/ 50:00:00

6-11/ 50:00:00

6-12/ 50:00:00

6-12/ 50:00:00

6-15/ 50:00:00

6-15/ 50:00:00

6-16/ 50:00:00

6-16/ 50:00:00

6-17/ 50:00:00

6-17/ 50:00:00

6-18/ 50:00:00

6-18/ 50:00:00

6-19/ 50:00:00

6-19/ 50:00:00

6-22/ 50:00:00

6-22/ 50:00:00

6-22/ 50:00:00

6-23/ 50:00:00

6-23/ 50:00:00

6-24/ 50:00:00

6-24/ 50:00:00

6-25/ 50:00:00

6-25/ 50:00:00

6-26/ 50:00:00

6-26/ 50:00:00

6-29/ 50:00:00

6-29/ 50:00:00

6-2/ 10:00:00

6-2/ 50:00:00



6-19/ 50:00:00

4-21/ 20:00:00

4-21/ 20:00:00

5-20/ 20:00:00

4-8/ 10:00:00

5-25/ 10:00:00

5-25/ 10:00:00

4-21/ 20:00:00

4-21/ 20:00:00

4-27/ 50:00:00

5-1/ 10:00:00



5-28/ 20:00:00

4-22/ 20:00:00

4-22/ 20:00:00

4-15/ 10:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-27/ 5:00:00

4-28/ 10:00:00

4-28/ 10:00:00



5-8/ 20:00:00

5-8/ 20:00:00

6-23/ 10:00:00

4-14/ 50:00:00

4-17/ 50:00:00

4-17/ 50:00:00



4-17/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 50:00:00

5-7/ 50:00:00



6-4/ 50:00:00

6-4/ 50:00:00

6-4/ 50:00:00



6-4/ 20:00:00


